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Classified*-no the
bamswickonhe Monday

ATTENTION: All tennis instructors ‘ FOR SALE: 1973 Toyota Celica 
with homes between Halifax and excellent Condition 4 new radial 
Vancouver with populations sup- tires AM FM radio - rear window 
porting an active tennis commun- defrost - block heater best offer 
ity. If you are experienced and phone 453-4929 ask for Don rm. 
especially if you are certified you 220. ‘ 
could earn $350 a week or more

FOLK COLLECTIVE COFFE HOUSE CHSRs Pub Patrol will be checking 
Firday, Jan. 13, at 8:30 at Mem. the happening on campus this 
Hall. Good Music and great weekend. Call us to make 
munchies. A general meeting of get to your event to report on it. To 
the Folk Collective in SUB, Room 6 reach us, call 453-4987 after 6 the 
(beside the cafeteria) at 7 p.m. night of your event.
Tuesday, Jan. 17. Any interested 
persons welcome.

e us any 
libeault, who 
e been told 

to defend

sure weEDITOR IN-CHIEF 
Sarah Ingersoll

MANAGING EDITOR 
Sarah Ingersoll LOOKING FOR REGULAR DRIVES: 

Fredericton to Moncton Friday 
nights or Saturday morning will 
share gas. Phone 455-3771

next summer. Many instructors 
are needed. Write Tennis Unity,
318 Johnson Street, Kingston,
Ontario, K7L 1Y7. Include any 
details about yourself, including 
name, local address, summer 
address, experience, certifications lens-Soligor 80-200 f/3.5, multi- 
(if any), photo, age, your course at coated CD zoom lens for Canon 
school, what locations you've w^h case and filter, in perfect 
taught at, the structure of condition. If purchased new in 
employment (hired by community Canada, at discount, would cost 
club, private club, or Parks and over $300. Asking price, $175. 
Recreation Department). Call $°e Lewis. 453-4793, or

This is a one time ad. Cut it out 455-4891 after 6 p.m. 
and show your tennis teaching ATTENTION ALCOHOLICS: satisfy

“XiJXrcstls,h-
be the most important letter you 
have ever written. P.S. Last year 
our average instructor made $365 
per week ! ! ! !

motion to 
had been 

(fore for a

WANTED TO BUY: a leather jacket, 
perferably used. Size 38. Phone 
Art Stock 455-3704.

NEWS EDITOR 
Sheene gh Murphy ROOMER : Room available for one 

student in house close to campus.
Good study atmosphere. Call FOR SALE: ski sweaters Phone 
Brian 455-8418.

e said that 
i on campus 
f and the 
nd out that

ASS'T NEWS EDITOR 
Rick Fowler FOR SALE CAMERA GEAR: Zoom

455-2824.

FOR SALE: five string banjo AVAILABLE: Looking for a 
(hardly used, excellent condition), spacious, cut-free, centrally locat- 
case and instruction book includ- ec*. architecturely interesting 
ed. All for only 185.00 call place *° live!?? How about a 2

minute walk to Frank's, 3 minute 
walk to the Inn, 20 minute walk to 
campus? Rent $75 a month. Call us 
- 455-1033. Male or female.

SPORTSEDITOR 
Tom Best

difficulties 
this year’s 
> companies

PHOTO EDITOR 
JackTrlfts 455-7634.

them might 
r would be 

for their

THERE WILL BE A REHEARSAL FOR 
the Nursing Variety Show on 
Saturday, Jan 14th at Memorial 
Hall from 12-3. All interested 
please attend.

TO RENT : Comfortable bachelor or 
I bedroom opt near university for 
Feb. 1st. after 5:00 454-1725.

OFFSET EDITOR 
Tim Gorman

your
own home - liquor and beer 3 for 
one lowly dollar Ski Club Bash at 
STUD, Friday the 13th, 8:00 sharp 
(Dancing, merriment and sex at no 
extra cost)

INSIDEEDITOR 
John Hello

FOR SALE: 1977 CJ7 Jeep still 
under warranty Phone 455-7569.s as adults" 

ing to the 
rontact the 

issue. He 
imittee is 
i enough to 
: first place 
rason they 
ntacted.

FEATURES EDITORS 
Kay Moreland 
Gary Cornish

UNB CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
Retreat January 13-15, Friday- 
Sunday. Watch upcomming next 

ARE YOU SPEECH ANXIOUS? Do week for further details, 
you have problems speaking
during -formal speeches; FOR SALE: one pair Nordica Mirror 
seminars; -group discussions; Ski boots. Size 11, $110. Contact 
-interpersonal communication. Len, Room 305 Harrison House 
The Psychology Department is 453-4920. 
offering tension control treatment 
for these problems. The sign-up 
sheet is posted on the board in 
Keirstead Hall -Main Floor outside 
room 125.

TO RENT: Single and double room ATTENTION SHAUN: please 
in newly finished house on hill tact Marilyn at 363-2442 concern- 
close to campus. Included are ing Belliveau ! 
separate kitchen/bath and laun
dry facilities and carpeted SKI CLUB MEMBERSHIPS: a low, 
bedrooms for more information low $2.00 gets you discounts on

equipment, buses and trips as well 
as free admission to all events 

UNB WOMEN'S ORG will meet such as films and the big bash on 
Thurs. Jan. 19 at noon in the SUB, this Fri. 13th. Donna 454-6706. 
Room
Demmo will share her experience HOMEGROWN is back, but at a 
in combining a career with other different time. Tune in to CHSR 
roles including that of wife and TOO, Monday from 9-11 p.m. for 
mother. She is currently working Canadian music at its best. Don't 
against employment barriers to forget our weekly record give- 
single parents. All welcome.

con-ADVERTIS ING MANAGERS 
Jim McDonald 

Harold Doherty

AD DESIGN «.LAYOUT 
Dyan LeClec 

Cindy Patterson
coll 455-2929.

BUSINESSMAN ACER 
Raymond GagneI

HOUSE TO SHARE: space available 
in a co-operative house for a 
responsible person. Apply 130 
Connaught St. after 6:00 p.m.

103. Dimity Hommon-TYPESETTER
KathyWestman: ;

STAFF THIS WEEK •
FOR SALE: one pair of Garmount WANTFD- intm r i i Ski boots size 7-7 1/2 (Ladies) AnaZ, G11 f r ^ 
excellent condition $40.00 phone phone 454 5399. Y V T'erney 

454-6194 any day between 5 and

Kathryn Wakeling 
Peter Archibald 
Jan Trifts 
James Brock 
Jean-Louis Tremblay 
Judy Kavanagh 
Gerry Laskey 
Allan Patrick 
Malcolm Brewer 
Mathew Penny 
Marc Pepin 
Ann Langereis 
Jon Lees 
Tom Benjamin 
Pat Steeves 
Pam Saunders

away.

9.FOR SALE: In-dash' pushbutton
AM/FM MPX Radio and 8-track car F®R SALE: Kenwood 2300 
stereo with Matrix sound never Receiver PE Turntable Goodman 
used asking $100.00 Phone sPe°kers Koss Headphones 40 
454-9534. Records Phone 455-2824.

FOR SALE: 1969 Rambler Rebel 
WANTED: Female required to 006 °Wner 454’903?' 

UMRrnWe"Hkr hOU«lJ°Se f° AVAILABLE: Room 173 Sunset

:NoL°wnp, ;drc $ro v5"(approx, S25.30/moo,h). No„ Call 472-

smoker preferred. 454-4316.

GAY? And want to know what's SKIERS! Are you alienated by the 
happening in the New /ear at UNB rest of ,he university society 
write P.O. Box 442 Fredericton, because no-one understands your

mania come to the bash of the 
year drink and be merry with 

HEY GIRLS, looking for a really crazies like you Friday the 13th at 
great time? Then call me Barns at the STUD - beer and liquor 3 for

only a dollar. (8:00 sharp)

allowed
CHSR wants to hear from you if
you have any news that is of WANTED TO BUY : Downhill skis 
interest to students. Also, we po^es anc* bindings phone 454- 
accept editorials and commen- °952- 
taries on subjects of interest to
students. Here is the schedule of WANTED: one person to share a 
newscasts for second term: large house on Aberdeen St. with 
Monday-Sunday 8:30, 12:45, and 3 others. Approximately $100.00 
6:00 p.m. Be watching the Bruns P®r month. For more information 
for a new phone-in show coming call 454-1186. Available immed

iately.

up at UNB 
fees did. 

50 for a 
eals, now 
The price 

ped from 
>w stands, 
rsity has

SPORTS STAFF

Dave Porter 
Jeff Irwin 
Dave Slipp 
Barry Roberts 
Dan Levert 
Bob Skillen

N.B.

ice. THE BRUNSWICKAN - in it< 
112th year of publication is 
Canada's oldest official stu
dent publication. THE BRUNS
WICKAN is published weekly 
on the Fredericton campus of 
the University of New 
Brunswick by the UNB Student 
Union (Inc.). THE BRUNSWICK
AN office is located at Room 
35, Student Union Building, 
College Hill, Fredericton, New 
Brunswick. Printed at Henley 
Publishing Limited, Wood- 

stock, New Brunswick. 
Subscriptions $5.00 per year. 
Postage paid in cash at the 
third class rate, permit no. 7.

Local advertising 
rates available at 453-4983.

453-4907, room no. 317.soon.
t UNB had 
jmber of 
snce this

RÏVERVŒW ARMS
BUCKSHOTVARIETY SHOW

There will be 

a meeting 
Monday,
Jan. 16,

Rm 6
of the SUB for all 

persons interested in
1

appearing in and/or 
producing the show.

Fri & Sat 

Sat Matm
X -V

■■v. - ,f
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'ATHE BRUNSWICKAN, for legal 
purposes, will not print any 
letters to the editor if they are 
not properly signed. THE 
BRUNSWICKAN will, however, 
withhold any 
request.
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Opinions expressed in this 
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Garni parade"ii Jonuory 13, 1978iiyi

S Beer binges a no
| change as he was aware how contacted and told to enfom^ the
\ much the carnival meant to law. Overt or public beer drinkinq
■ university students". Councilper-
1 son Peterson also felt that the ls against the law said Peterson
I breweries "encouraged" if not who feels the "blutent exhibition

actively aiding the exhibition of of breaking the law" should be 
"beer drinking". He said lost year stopped, 
they had their special events van
in the actual parade. 'I feel they . saic* t^af people have 
have a strong responsibility" he men,'oned the drinking to him 
said, and does not think the 
breweries are completely "fault
less".

Peterson said he was not aware 
at the time that the winter carnival

L

I no the
brunswick

1 f &
A

the request was on the Monday 
night agenda.

V /
rr? I iiiti They didn't give us any 

consideration" said Thibeault, who 
felt they should have been told 
beforehand in order to defend 
themselves.

Thibeault said the motion to 
curtail beer drinking had been 
made some time before for a

variety of reasons. He said that 
from talking to people on campus 
such as the faculty and the 
administration he found out that

there might be some difficulties 
getting floats for this year's 
parade, os many of the companies

which usually supply them might 
feel to do so this year would be 
bad "public relations" for their 
companies.

They didn't treat us as adults" 
said Thibeault referring to the 
council’s failure to contact the 
committee about this issue. He 
feels if the
considered responsible enough to 
give the parade in the first place 
then there is no reason they 
couldn't have been contacted.

ixï; EDITOR INCH 
Sarah loger sc

MANAGING EDI 
Sarah Ingersoi\.1

before and that it is illegal. Poirer 
said he understands young people 
but that "you con only go so far". 
He said while in the past they have

committee had actually passed a T j™n in,P*=,i[>9 each float, 
motion two months previously to ,heV hove to abide by the council's

the effect that the overt beer decision. "I don't anticipate any 
drinking would be curtailed. He problems", said Chief who feels 
said that he did not feel it was his the UNB Students are responsible 
responsibility to find this out, and and will abide by the decision 
that he didn't care even if the
"president of the student council Chief Poirer of the Fredericton 
had been contacted." He added City Police said that the force has 

that if anything, he should have an "to go along with it." He said the 
apology for the "abuse" he city council delegated him to 
suffered last year, from watching contact Dr. Anderson and bring it 
the parade. to his attention.

He said he was glad to hear of
the motion and hoped that other Carnvial chairperson Al Thi- 
organizations on campus, as well beault said that "he hod no idea" 
as the students will "get behind" that an objection of this nature 
the carnival decision and support would be brought up. He feels

there is no reason why he could 
Councilperson Peterson said the not have been contacted before 

Fredericton City Police have been the objection was made as the

NEWSEDITOI 
Sheene gh Mum

ASST NEWS EDI 
Rick Fowler77 Car ni parade — were you involved?

request of this kind to the city 
council each year.

Councilperson Peterson, a for
mer UNB graduate, said that last 
year's winter carnival parade 
the worst ever. He said that many 
of the floats were made up of 
people with beer, while others 
were simply made up of beer 
cases. Councilperson Peterson 
feels this does not

By SHEENAGH MURPHY
SPORTS EDITC 

Tom Best
The UNB Winter Carnival has 

deteriorated into an exhibition of 
the abuse of alcohol according to 
council person David Peterson of 
the Fredericton City Council. 
Although there was some ques
tion of the parade occuring 
matters have been cleared up and 
the carnival parade will 
usual.

Last Monday night councilper
son Peterson raised an objection 
when the question of the permit to 
hold the parade os usual on its 
downtown route was brought up. 
It is the policy of the Winter 

Carnival committee to submit a

PHOTO EDITt 
JackTriftswas

OFFSETEDITt 
Tim Gorman

I •
INSIDEEDITO 

John Hello
promote

congenial relations between the
go on os

two, and that the city is not 
involved enough with the univer
sity.

FEATURES EDI! 
Kay Moreianc 
Gary Cornish

Peterson felt he could not agree 
to granting the permit unless he 
was reasonably sure the situation 
would be altered. He expressed 
the hope that the situation would

committee is
ADVERTISING MAh 

Jim Me Don al< 
Harold Doh<them.

«
AD DESIGN8. LA' 

Dyan LeClec 
Cindy PatterscHigher Education-

ultimate impossibility
BUSINESSMAN, 

Raymond Gaçà 1

TYPESETTE
KathyWestm

dÜOüD 7
’aoo r,

• „ b b a
STAFF THI!

!
expense of a higher education 
along with them. It's the

Kathryn Wakeling 
Peter Archibald 
Jan Trifts 
James Brock 
Jean-Louis Tremblay 
Judy Kavanagh 
Gerry Laskey 
Allan Patrick 
Malcolm Brewer 
A/lath ew Penny 
Marc Pepin 
Ann Langereis 
Jon Lees 
Tom Benjamin 
Pat Steeves 
Pam Saunders

aYWhether or not the tuition fees 
will rise or not, ond if they do, by
how much, centers on how big of a 
raise the Council of Maritime 
Premiers sees fit to give the 
Higher Education Council.

These grants usually make up

about seventy-eight percent of the The. ,ncreos'n9 cosf of education 
Charles weekends. Thermostats were universities' operating costs The institution obsolete. 

fanagher has announced that recalibrated and adjusted. Out- Higher Education council has tuition fees stand, out of the Tuition fees didn't go up at UNB
$200 000.00 will be put' into side air intake was set to proper asked for a fourteen percent fe.^en e?° J^ber education insti- this year, but residence fees did
snergy conservation measures in engineering standards, unneces- increase, but it was rejected. Just TS ln ,fhe Maritimes, 9 have In 76-77, it cost $1,550 for a
Ihe provinces schools this year, sary fluorescent tubes removed, how big of an increase, if any, will ,han UNB' double room with 19 meals, now
fhe announcement marks a an(j other changes mode where be granted is as yet unknown. , SUt\V' * .u- ^ about in 77-78 it costs $1 650 The orice
continuation of the "retrofit" indicated twenty or thirty dollars. The «f „ ? Ce
program that began last year with in the 1976-77 year, tuition fees .highest priced is N.S. College of $1650 to $lRnn°A .l,Umped fr°m

Operator training was consider- at most Maritime Universities Art and Design $64.00 more than U’°.*,80°-Ais'f now stands,z:; h“tees). N.S.C.A.D. went from
$800.00 in 76-77 to 850 in 77-78. It should be noted that UNB had 
The lowest at present is Université 0 decline in the number of 
de Moncton in Shippegan, costing applications for residence this 
$550. having gone up from $525. V®ar.

By RICK FOWLER
rare

Rising costs of just about student who can manage to put 
everything have carried the himself/herself through colleae.

i MU! Ü ifU

j j—

Schools i
«>***&•. mm* _

.......Hii^yconserve energy
mm we. A* ! - -
may make our hallowed

Education minister

SPORTS £

Dave Porter 
Jeff Irwin 
Dave Slipp 
Barry Roberts 
Dan Levert 
Bob Skillen

modifications to the heating and , .
eîectric schod™ Savings*lfxceeded deSign conserving9energy. To ™se, as did residence costs. UNB, 

the cost of the modifications in e"sore »hat systems were operat- however, managed to keep tuition 
less than six months far ®d Pr°Perly after the retrofit work ,ees fr°" rising, but residence 
out stripping expectations ’ hod be*n comple<ed, training residers found themselves paying

Former Minister of Education SeSSi°"S were held to brief more 77-78.
Gerald Merrithew introduced the maintenance personnel in the

operation of the modified systems.
To encourage local involvement 

with the program, the Department 
of Education devised a set of 
Energy Conservation Guidelines.
Through the co-operation of school 
boards, these were distributed to 
teachers, maintenance staff, and 
pupils in all schools. Also included 
were thousands of 
reminder stickers which were 
placed on light switches, cancelled 
light fixtures, thermostats, water 
heaters., etc.

1 THE BRUNSWICKAN 
112th year of publii 
Canada's oldest offi 
dent publication. THI 
WICKAN is publisher 
on the Fredericton cc 
the University o 
Brunswick by the UNI 
Union (Inc.). THE BRU 
AN office is located 
35, Student Union 
College Hill, Frederic! 
Brunswick. Printed a 
Publishing Limited, 

stock, New Br 
Subscriptions $5.00 f 
Postage paid in casi 
third class rate, pern 

Local ad’ 
rates available at 45

- t

l
conservation measures in the 
Legislature during the spring of 
1976. Wayne Colpitts, a senior 
engineer of the Department, was 
assigned to head up the project 
whose aim was to reduce energy 
consumption in all-electric schools 
from over $30.00 per square foot 
to less than $15.00 
foot.

Are you ready to take the plunge? 
Come to UNB

per square TXsets of ratt
The Department proposed to 

school boards that the retrofit 
program be carried out on an 
equal cost-sharing basis. In each 
case, the school district concerned 
would retain all savings, for 
expenditure within the district at 
the discretion of the school board.

Agreements were reached to 
modify the plants in twelve 
schools. Colpitts and his staff 
visited each building to 
energy over-consumption and plan 
the required changes. Work 
started on the first three schools in 
October, 1976.

Time clocks (with override 
controls) were installed to shut 
off the systems at night and on

*

Figures available for the twelve 
all-electric schools which received 
the retrofit program show that all 
but one achieved substantial 
savings. Some of the schools did 
not complete the work until late in 
the spring.

But as a group, they cut 
consumption by 7,531,700 kilo
watt-hours in comparison with the 
previous years figures for the 
same time periods. At 2.2 cents 
per kWh, the reduction represents 
a saving of $165,697.00. The 
modifications cost a total of 
$120,025.00.
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Maybe that itch you have isn’t psoriasis
typed and 

on and then 
for printing 
al office will 
ig Street.

By SHENAGH MURPHY usually dependant on a "curve" 
with one year low the next high. 
This year, the academic 
77/78 reports are expected to 
reach towards epedemic propor
tions.

Dr. Tingley attributed pregnancy 
and/or some forms of veneral 
disease to a person having 
than one sexual partner. He said 
that a lot of cases are "stupid" 
with the partaker using insuffi
cient birth control, or inadequate 
precautions, though sometimes 
they are genuine accidents.

In order to help combat the 
increase in pregnancy and veneral 
disease, Sharon Dunphy, the 
student health education co

ordinator has istigated a phone-in speakers, group discussions and Dunphy said that she is not sure
line for students with any speakers from Peer Counselling what reaction the line will receive
questions about contraception, 
veneral disease or any other 
related subject.

The line is working on a 
volunteer basis, with twelve 
students from UNB and STU

The University of New Bruns
wick Health Care Centre reports 
thirty pregnancies in the 76/77 
academic year. According to Dr. 
Tingley of the Centre for every 
pregancy dealt with at the centre 
there is most likely another which 
is reported either downtown or 
elsewhere.

Last year at the same time more 
than one hundred and seventy five 
cases of some form of veneral 
disease were reported. This figure 
is in fact, a low one according to 
Dr. Tingley who said that last 
year's reports were on the decline. 
However, he said that cases are

familiarized the volunteers with but hopes that people will take 
how to talk to people.

The volunteers are equipped to as a form of preventive medicine, 
answer most questions about Names are not needed, and the 
these subjects, and can also volunteers are eager to answer 
inform a person how to go about any questions students may have.

year
advantage of it. She sees the line

r
working on the project. These 
students answered the plea for 
help which appeared in the fall.

more
The line will be operating for a 

month or so, and its existance 
after that depends entirely on the 

Any students with

making appointments. They also 
have access to professionals 

They attended a number of should they be unable to 
training sessions which involved the questions. response,
familiarizing them with various The line will be operating questions should contact the
contraceptive devices as well as Monday, Wednesdays and Fridays heal,h cen,re at 453-4837 and
informing them of the various from 7-9, beginning last Wednes- ,heY wil1 c000®''* 7°° wl,h ,he
methods of birth control and the day, Feb. 11. phone-in line,
symptoms of the various forms of 
veneral disease. There were guest

nge is painful 
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nal activities 
ke way for
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Computing Centre - 

non-credit courses

The following non-credit courses are 
being offered by the UNB Computing 
Centre. Unless otherwise noted, lectures 
are scheduled from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
in Head Hall. Those planning to attend 
API File Handling should be familiar with 
Job Control Language.

Any comments on the courses given 
and/or suggestions for others to be 
offered please contact W.A. Mersereau at 
453-4573.

* On January 16 and 23 lectures will 
begin at 4:30 p.m.

1
No. of 
Lectures Date(s) Location Instructor'Course 

Intro. To
Computing Centre 
Intro, to APL 
Utilities 
Intro to JCL 
Intro to Statis
tical Pack.
APL File Handing 
RJE/RJO

1 Jan 16 
Jan 17, 19 
Jon 18 
Jan 23, 25 
Jan 24, 26

D-6 IW.A. Mersereau* 
Brenda MacDonald 
W.A. Mersereau 
Bonita Mockler* 
Nancy Burnham

2 D-6
1 SALE JAN 17th-l9th ONLY

GOLDOR

D-6
2 D-6
2been scared 

f the liquid 
Thompson 

maker of 
ads running 
ame brands 
atwork TV

D-6

1 Jan 31 
Feb 2

D-6 Brian Lesser 
Brian Lesser1 D-6

- Located in the SUB 

(opp.the Smoke Shoppe) 

will, for next Tues. Wed. & Thurs. , 

FEATURE A 20% and 10%

reduction on all silver ;

and gold respectively. j

READ THIS ARTICLE-it involves you
lohde sums 
Dosition by 
decided to 

I water and 
person died 
I the FDA 
(Newscript)

WANTED: people to compete in various teams. These will be held 
the college bowl.

Really, all that’s needed is 16 (if afternoons, 
not more). Doesn't seem like much The format is basically that of a 
does it? In a campus of 6000 or so reach for the top" type of thing,
students you wouldn't think that However, for those with little 
16 would be so hard to find, but it confidence in themselves, if the 
is. At the present time there are other teams are like those here at 
only two teams. The Unknown the Bruns there is nothing to worry 
Savants, as their name suggests, about. It's not a hardhitting 
unknowns and your friendly murdering type of affair but rather 
neighborhood Bruns team. a great and fun way to spend a

Sunday afternoon.
To refresh memories, College The competition will continue 

Bowl is a game which is not sport, with finals and semil-final 
It s a game for the mind. It will matches, with the winning 
begin with an exhibition

So, be brave ! Form 
team. All that's needed is four 
people and a faculty coach. The 
time involved is little and the fun 
great. Support your local SUB, join 
now. Submit names of teams and 
contestants to Howard Goldberg 
SUB Director.
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your own
in the SUB ballroom on Sunday

S vtnnnroobbO

Are you feeling a little 
Lucky Liberal and Loose?

Drop by
Marshall d'Avary Hall Cafeteria 

Today Friday

°

for students 
their home 

nee 6f the 
id for travel 
irea.

o
oteam

game receiving trophies and the like, 
between the Unknown Savar‘s. The ultimate plan for this college 
which is a faculty team and an, as bowl is for the winning team to 
yet, unknown student team, enter competition on an intercoll- 
Following this there will be a few egiate level, should the interest be 
weeks of competition between the sufficient to warrant doing so.

will be 
junior yeat 

Maine in a 
by their 

it at UNB. 
tudents can 
the year's 

a the UNB

:
o

Vice is nice o
o

Jan. 13th 
6-8 pm.

o

but incest is best
may pick up 
from the 
isor's office 
mpleted by

forThe U.S. Federal government sexually in the capital city each 
has decided to fund a pilot year is at least 350, and 
program to treat and study approach 1,000. 
childhood sexual abuse, which 
affects approximately one of 
every three children in this 
country.

o

Beer & Chips
Admission is free and so are your

1st & 2nd beer

may o

Dr. Green said that sexual 
abuse of children occurs in 
families of every ethnic and 

The $150,000 (dollars) will be econom|ic background, is inces- 
enough to treat 150 of the ,uous a°ouf half the time, and is 
sexually-abused children in Wash- probably becoming more common, 
ington, D.C., where the pilot Because the sexual violation of 
program will begin. Dr. Frederick children is viewed with such 
Green, associate director of the loathing by the public the extent 
Children's Hospital National Medi- of it is largely hidden, with two out 
cal Center estimated that the of three 
number of children grossly abused (Newscript)
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TBi EVERYONE WELCOME
o

liquor also served °
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F eb 1 will see the sun (rain or not )) M
By SHENAGH MURPHY composed of both staff work and Morrison is also a holder and one and also the owner of two The paper will be typed and

news solicited from other services, or two others are being other New Brunswick weekly pasted up in Fredericton and then
Henley said they will be relying considered. David Henley is the newspapers, The Bugle in Wood- sent to Woodstock for printing
heavily on free lance work. publisher of "The Sun" and s,oc^ and the Victoria County Tuesday night. The local office will

He said the staff will be built to president of Henley Publishing Record in Perth-Àndover. be located at 524 King Street,
about 10 people in the first four or 
five months.

The paper's format will be 
tabloid, and. will be sold 100 
percent Dealer" sales in the 
beginning, with subscriptions 
being promoted in each issue. It 
will settle at 28 pages on the 
average at the start.

The paper will be designed to 
appeal primarily to the young 
working couple according to 
Henley who would attend the type 
of events the paper will oe 
primarily concerned with.

Henley said he hoped to make a 
successful stab at making the 
paper work. He attributed the 
demise of other weekly papers 
such as the Fifth Estate in Halifax 
and the difficulties which Frederic
ton's Plain Dealer is in to 
under-capitilization. "Those 
ers are usually under capitalized 
from the start" said Henley and 
they couldn't recover. He said The 
Sun is "adequately covered", and 
they were not looking for a 
breakeven point beyond the next 
few months.

He expressed confidence that 
the paper will receive advertizing 
contracts and said the format 
would remain at twenty-eight 
pages regardless. The publication 
will remain in the vicinity of 
Fredericton with some exceptions.

The main shareholders of the 
publication will be David Henley 
and his wife Marleone with 
fifty per cent of the shares. Jim

February first will witness the 
first edition of a new weekly 
paper for Fredericton. In a press 
conference called by David Henley 
of the Woodstock based Henley 
Publishing Limited, reporters 
told that "The Sun" will be on the 
stands Wednesday February first.

Hardhitting 
included, but Henley said that "the 
Sun" will be relying heavily on 
features, investigative and analy
tical news. "We’re not on alternate 
newspaper" said Henley simply an 
alternate. Henley said the sports 
will be covered but more in the 
line of sports events which are not 
usually covered by the other 
newspapers. Crosswords, wonder- 
words, and such will also be 
featured.

"Were not going to be a 
redneck newspaper" said Henley, 
"we re not anti-anything to start 
with". "Our main objective is to 
make it a successful weekly", he 
said.

By SHENAGHM

The University of 
wick Health Care Ct 
thirty pregnancies ii 
academic year. Accc 
Tingley of the Centi 
pregoncy dealt with i 
there is most likely ai 
is reported either d 
elsewhere.

Last year at the son 
than one hundred one 
cases of some fornr 
disease were reporte 
is in fact, a low one 
Dr. Tingley who sa 
year's reports were oi 
However, he said th

were

N.B. education better
will benews

ByPJ HARVEY MALMBERG 
Deputy-Minister of Education

pessimistic. requires change. Change is painful
There is one strong ray of hope, and sometimes chaotic Some 

however. During the free spend- established educational activities 
ing period of the 1906's, and early might have to make way for 
1970 s, no real priorities were desirable new 
ever set for public education. The 
extra money was going for 
activities education had always seems to be emerging in New 
been doing. The status quo Brunswick education (it might be a 
prevaled. Many of the real needs Beam in the eye of the beholder) 
areas of education: learning People are genuinely concerned 
disabilities, reading, second Ian- °Bout quality education (so is the 
guage, physical education, art and Department of Education, by the 
music, among others, were never w°y)- But to obtain a quality 
seriously identified or serious education system in a period of 
attempts made to meet the needs, financial restraint involves analys- 

The job of education in New 'n9 very clearly where the dollars 
Brunswick during the 1970's is to are going and what they should be 
identify these needs areas and to doing. There will have to be 
fund them accordingly. There's the trade-offs. The nexl few years 
rub. There is not enough money to "night be a bit rough; eventually, 
carry on business as usual and to however, with all the groups 
make a real impact in these areas, involved in education working 
Identifing needs requires setting together, for the good of the child, 
priorities. Setting priorities in a rather than fighting one another 
fiscal framework system means for their own particular advan 
making choices. Making certain tage, I am convinced we can 
kinds of choices requires change, improve a system that is already 
Making certain kinds of choices very good.

The prevading attitude toward 
the future of education in New 
Brunswick today appears to be 
one of apprehension. Perhaps 
there ore good reasons for this.

During the 1960's, 'Education’s 
Decade' everything was going up 
— economic prospects; the 
interdependence of education and 
economic development; the schol 
population and so on?' Education 
appeared to operate on the basis 
of a blank check being available. 
(Ironically, at the same time, the 
far left critics were bemoaning the 
quality of public education and 
predicting its imminent demise).

Now we are in the ’suffering 
seventies': the economy is not as 
bullish as it was; the school 
population is in decline; many 
people, generally, (the far left 
having spent itself) are question
ing the value received for the 
amount of money that goes to 
education. It is easy to be

ones.

However, a sense of direction

The following ni 
being offered by 
Centre. Unless oth< 
are scheduled from 
in Head Hall. Thos 
APL File Handling s 
Job Control Longue 

Any comments < 
and/or suggestion 
offered please cont 
453-4573.

pap-

The Woodstock based publica
tion will appear on Wednesdays, 
the first few issues having a 
circulation of 6000. Henley said 
they hope the circulation will be 
eventually built up to 10,000.

Editor of "The Sun" is former 
Doily Gleaner managing editor 
Jim Morrison. The advertising staff 
is already formed and half of the 
editorial staff has been hired. 
Receptionists and people in 
charge of circulation are currently 
being solicited. Presently the 
publication has o full time reporter 
and Henley said they intend to 
hire another. The material will be

'Course 
Intro. To
Computing Centr 
Intro, to APL 
Utilities 
Intro to JCL 
Intro to Statis
tical Pack.
APL File Handing 
RJE/RJO

Liquid protein diet? ?over

Since the Food and Drug 
Administration issued public war
nings about the use of liquid 
protein in dieting, sales of liquid 
and powdered protein have 
dropped 95 percent, dealing that 
industry severe losses.

Now the newly formed Protein 
Products Association is leading 
the manufacturers' and distribu
tors' fight to recoup sales and 
convince the public they have 
been done an injustice.

The original description of liquid 
protein dieting in Dr. Robert Linn's 
best-selling "the last chance diet" 
called for the supervision of a 
doctor and the protein makers 
now recommend a normal meal a 
day. But, liquid protein is not a 
prescription hem and some of thos 
whose deaths were proclaimed by 
the FDA to be connected to the 
diet had not consulted a physician.

Roger Rohde, VP of Buffalo 
Laboratories, which markets Gro- 
lean, told Advertising News 
Magazine of New York (quote) 
"The people who died while using 
Gro-Lean were fanatics. They ate 
nothing but Gro-Lean and ulti

mately died of starvation - not of which ask, "Have you been scared 
our product. We regret their away from protein by the liquid 
deaths, but we never said it could protein scare?" And Thompson 

normal nutritional Medical Company, maker of 
Slimfast, has full-page ads running 

However, autopsies on 10 in Reader's Digest. Some brands 
persons who died after they went are considering network TV 
on the liquid protein diet revealed campaigns, 
that their deaths were caused by 
heart failure due to potassium 
deficiency. The liquid proteins do 
not provide this essential mineral.

Several manufacturers 
distributors have begun national saying: If someone decided to 
advertising campaigns to counter ^ose wr'9Bt By eating water and 
all the negative publicity. Ameri- nothing else, and that person died 
can Protein Products Company has starvation, would the FDA 
begun national consumer print ads decide to ban water? (Newscript)

HONORARIA supplant
needs."

The honoraria of the 1976-1977

READ rYearbook staff is now being considered

Any Personal Opinions should be 
forwarded to Rryan Pry de c/o the SRC 

office, Room 126 SUB

Gro-Leon's Roger Rohde sums 
anc| up the industry's position by

WANTED: people tc 
the college bowl.

Really, all that's net 
not more). Doesn't set 
does it? In a campus c 
students you wouldn 
16 would be so hard t 
is. At the present tin- 
only two teams. Th 
Savants, as their nan 
unknowns and yo 
neighborhood Bruns ■

To refresh memon 
Bowl is a game which 
It's a game for the r 
begin with an exhit 
between the Unknov 
which is a faculty tean 
yet, unknown stuc 
Following this there v> 
weeks of competition I

X.
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ScholarshipsCONCORDIA
UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE

FELLOWSHIPS

Scholarships to be awarded Maine.
The program allows for students 

Three $1,000 Scholarships will to pay the tuition at their home 
be awarded to students selected University. The balance of the 
to take part in the undergraduate scholarship can be used for travel 
student exchange program open in the New England area, 
ated between UNB and the Students selected will be 
University of Maine at Orono, required to enter their junior yeat

at the University of Maine in a 
l|' program approved by their 
Z respective department at UNB. 
Z This is to ensure that students can 
jj receive full credit for the year's 
; work upon return to the UNB

Applications for graduate fellowships are invited 
from candidates intending to study full-time in a 
graduate program leading to a master's or doctoral 
degree at Concordia University. Off Campus

MEAL PLANS AVAILABLE
10 Meal Plan 14 Meal Plan

Vice is
Awards are valued from $2300 up to $6000, plus 
tuition. In many cases, they may be held for up to 3 
years. Academic merit is the primary consideration 
in the granting of these awards.

1campus.
Interested students may pick up 

application forms from the 
Overseas Student Advisor's office 
and return them completed by 
February 13, 1978.

WHY BUY A PLAN ?
The Dining Plans Provide:
Well balanced meals with "All You Can Eat".
Guaranteed prices for the year!
Managers who care and are available.
The opportunity to meet a great many new friends.
A savings of about 14 1/2 hours per week that are normally spent 
shopping - cooking - cleaning up.
Pay in advance, therefore no need to budget funds for food. 
For further information on the Campus Dining Plans vist, phone oi 
write:

The U.S. Federal 
has decided to fu 
program to treat 
childhood sexual at 
affects approximate 
every three childre 
country.

The $150,000 (doll 
enough to treat 1 
sexually-abused childr 
ington, D.C., where 
program will begin. D 
Green, associate dire 
Children's Hospital Na 
cal Center estimator 
number of children

Application Deadline: February 1, 1978 
Announcement of Awards: April 1,1978 
Commencement of Tenure: September 1, 1978

For application forms and further information, 
contact : CHSR

alrite!
The Graduate Studies Office 
Concordia University 
1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West 
Montréal, P.Q., H3G 1M8 
Telephone (514) 879-7314

■ Saga Canadian Management Services Ltd. 
“ Student Union Building 

. Z University of New Brunswick 
5 Fredericton, New Brunswick

P.O. Box 4400 
E3B 5A3 
455-7086
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South Africa
b$BEsi

Can we wait for the 
government

to act?!

wrong 
right, 
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ted by 
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CHVW
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The situation in South Africa 
has become markedly more 
noticeable as each day passes. Yet 
no one seems to really care about 
this mess and if they do, not 
enough to do anything more than 
mention it in casual conversation.

Granted, we have our own 
problems in Canada that could 
well be solved with a united front 
of clear thinkers, but that's not 
part of the Canadian mind at 
present.

Our economic and separatist 
movements, (the latter of which is 
everyone's game lately), could be 
wiped away with co-operation of 
all Canadians. The deserving 
sights and rewards, in respect to 
reason and contribution, could be 
granted to all Canadians, but we 
wait to let Parliament pass it as 
law.

and the situation grows increas
ingly worse without a foreseeable 
finish.

Rhodesia (or Zimbawe) has 
become merely a news item in 
Canada and the object of a few 
"tsk tsks". Too bad.

The government made a typical 
move when it pulled out the four 
civil servants of the Canadian 
commerce exchange in South 
Africa. They, in effect, put four 
people out of work and think 
they've dropped another of 
Africa's hot potatoes. In years 
past the Canadian government 
has made similar tactic plays in 
Afirca-.

While Portugal was fighting to 
retain its colonial grip in 
Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and 
Angola, "official Canada" paid lip 
service to African demands for 
freedom in these three territories. 
Yet in practice, Canada supported 
the Portuguese, economically, 
militarily and diplomatically.

This can be evidenced by 
examing Canada's links of trade 
and investment to colonial 
Mozambique and Angola, its 
tactic involvement in NATO's 
bakcing of Portugal, and Canada's 
evasiveness, in the United 
Nations and elsewhere, on such 
questions as aid to liberation

b.«
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ed the 
t three 
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taking.
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I What 
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I. Stand 
nder!].
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movements and the recognition 
ofGuinea-Bissau.

Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique 
and Angola are now independent, 
nonetheless, the precedent estab
lished by Canadian policy towards 
Portugal in Africa remains an 
instructive one. For as the African 
struggle for freedom from white 
minority rule escalates elsewhere 
in Southern Africa 
Zambabwe, Mamboa and South 
Africa. As suggestible that 
"official Canada" is again being 
drawn into the wrong side of the 
confrontation.

It will be the future considera

tion of the Bruns to educate it's 
readers on the Southern Africa 
situation with the hope of 
activating at least a few.

There are some organized 
groups in Canada of which 
mention and addresses va ill be 
givn.

Meanwhile men live and die 
under barbaric rule in many parts 
of the world.

Uganda and Chile should come 
to mind but who knows or cares 
what's happening inside Vietnam 
as well.

Hell, we were done with that 
concern a couple of years ago.

Yet, in full view of injustices 
against human rights, we idle 
ourselves, our government pays 
heed in no constructive matter

So far we've only found the 
Toronto Committee for the 
Liberation of Southern Africa, 121 
Avenue Road, Toronto, Ontario. 
We might also suggest contacting 
MP's and sending your comments 
to the Bruns or another favourite 
newspaper.
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Engineers up- inarms? !
Common sense dictates that 

with the rising costs of education 
today, to complete a degree in 
less time than was previously 
thought necessary would be a 
practical and sensible

In the third year Civil group for 
example, close to 50 percent 
of the students suffered D's and 
F's in two core courses for some 
hoping to graduate next year, this 
means returning part-time for an 
extra term.

In another course, a student 
with a mark of 59 percent, was 
awarded a 'D'. After approaching 
the Registrar, the student was 
informed that 40 percent was 
considered as a 'D' UNLESS the 
professor stipulated differently in 
the first two weeks of the course. 
This professor hadn't stipulated 
anything at anytime.

Four years ago the 5 year 
program was made flexible for

civils, mechanicals and electric
als, i.e. they could finish their 
degree in 8 to 10 terms. As a result 
of this many students have taken 
a load of from 6 to 8 subjects per 
term in an effort to finish early.

Recently, the department of 
C.E. has been questioning the 
capability of many of the students 
to take as many as 8 courses per 
term and rightly so, there 
many who should perhaps do the 
full 10 terms.

If this is indeed the department
al attitude, then surely it should 
be adamant in forbidding weak 
students from taking on too 
much, it should not however,

attempt to shock students into 
realizing their limited capabilities 
by imposing final exams incompa
tible with the level of difficulty 
students had come to expect from 
their term's work.

It is the general opinion of the 
students that course fairness is 
dependent upon the individual 
professor, this being the case, 
shouldn't the department step in 
when nearly 1/2 a class has marks 
below 50 percent.

Surely some fault must lie with 
either the method with which the 
course was taught or the arbitrary 
standards set by a professor who 
in one case kept those standards 
to himself.

; o little 
irisfmos 
live the 
js three 
sident is 
to have 
board of

course to
take. The illustrious faculty of 
engineering here at our hallowed 
UNB do not seem to share these 
sentiments.up there 

dine can 
Because 

1 to play
In Engineering, term-work 

generally makes up from 30 to 50 
percent of the course mark; 
result most students went into the 
exams with a fairly decent mark 
from their terms work. The exams, 
however proved to be their 
nemesis.
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Here we go again SouthJlugmumpTo the Brunswickan: Brunswickan s membership at the 
end of October, since that was the 
time when you were no longer to 
receive national advertising from 
Youthstream, CUP's national ad
vertising agency.

Both the Gazette and Canadian 
University Press are not interested 
in ploying games with the 
Brunswickan. This will be the first 
and last time that I will respond to 
immature accusations in your 
newspaper.
Sincerely yours,
Valerie Mansour, Editor, 
Dalhousie Gazette 
President, Atlantic Region, 
Canadian University Press

rivalry between the Gazette and 
the Brunswickan is not only 

The Dalhousie Gazette refuses deceiving your readers, but 
to accept the charge of lowering the credibility of your 
irresponsible journalism as you paper, 
have cited in your November 25 
issue.

CaBy MATTHEW PENNY

I do not like the idea of starting off the new year on the wrong 
foot but since I finished the last one on the left instead of the right.
I may as well eat crow. It seems In the last Bruns before Christmas 
I stated that CHVW did not show up for the media social hosted by 
CHSR. Of course I was wrong. The problem is that a great number 
of the fine people who work for our television station in the past 
four years also worked for CHSR, as a result of this I assumed that 
all the familiar faces at the social were CHSR and not CHVW 
persons. Sorry about that gentlemen.

Speaking about socials: Just before the end of classes I 
treated to a skating and pizza party by the UNB nurses and I would 
/ust like to say that to those of you who feel the nurses of this 
campus are a bunch of old biddies who raise nothing but trouble, 
well you are very wrong. Thanks for the party ladies 111

The Christmas spirit was reputed to have run rampant on the 
campus just before Christmas but I fear some of the services 
people missed the season entirely. As you may well recall, just 
prior to the final days of exams we had a sort of heavy 
storm. That was just fine for all except the owner of a green car 
parked overnight in the lot next to the Harriet Irving Library. The 
morning after found this car all but buried by the machines which 
plowed the surrounding area. All that remained above the 
was the roof and the windows. The snow being wet, had by this 
time frozen which left the person owning the car with one heck of 
a digging out to do. This may not seem much now but it was by no 
accident that this unwarranted act of destruction was perpetrated.
I heard numerous comments about this as the half-buried car was 
a landmark for most of the day. However, the security people 
wandering around [os if lying in wait for the owner] seemed to 
think it all a big joke. HA HA I I wonder how physical plant would 
go for having the student body painting their trucks with elegant 
slogans!

I was reading a good book the other night. It is called the 
University calendar. Here is a word for all people in at least three 
facilities who have been assigned 'new' work after Christmas. 
According to the Calender, Academic Regulations Section I, the 
student is required to do the work as set down by the professor, 
instuctors, or whatever, in the course which that student is taking. 
However, "Such requirements must be made known to students 
within the first two weeks of the course". This means that if you 
came back after Christmas and found you had a new book report 
to do in that full year course, or had a take-home changed to an 
essay, the person in charge of your course is in violation of the 
Academic Regulations. This includes half-year courses as well, so 
the boss can't make changes after two weeks from the official 
beginning of classes. For full year courses these changes would 
have to have been made before September 25th, 19771/ What 
does this mean? Well, if your professor has decided over the 
halide, j to change your course, then he is in trouble. Heresay has 
it the penalty for this is dismissal from the faculty position. As I 
said this is just a rumour but I will check on it before next week. If 
you have a problem like this, see the Dean of Students, or one of 
the Student senators. This sort of cruelty cannot be allowed. Stand 
up for your rights as a student [see page 18 of the calender!].

Last Saturday I wandered up to try out my new hockey skates at 
the public skating at the A/tken. What a disappointment. The ice 
was the pits, or should I say full of pits. Half-way through the affair 
the staff 'cleaned the ice': which means they swept the snow off 
and left the badly scarred ice sitting there. Oh how I long for the 
days of free skating for university students as it was ocoup/e of 
years ago at the LBR. You can still go there to skate under the 
coloured lights but be prepared to pay $1.001 This university spent 
millions on that tin can beside Marshal d'Avray and the students 
who enjoy a skate once and a while can't even get a change to use 
the facilities without paying for them. I paid my tuition! 11 But, 
before you think about renting some time for your group just 
remember that it costs $40 an hour. I don't see why the university 
administration could not allow the students some free time for 
skating after hockey games and late at nights. This was done 
before and why isn't it done now?

If the administration can't lower themselves to give us a little 
treat (Remember that they gave themselves a FREE Christmas 
party on the ice. ] why couldn't the SRC step in and give the 
students a bit of free skating? At $40/hr if they gave us three 
hours a week, it would come to $ 120/week. If the SRC President is 
worth that much, then so are the many students who like to have 
recreational skating. I think I will ask the Administrative board of 
the SRC to come across for this/

It is a humerous point that last week while I was going up there 
to skate I noticed that next to that multi-million dollar sardine can 
a group of kids had set up an outdoor rink. Why I asked. Because 
then we don't have to pay 50 cents every time we want to play 
hockey or even skate for half an hour.

The Brunswickan's bias on the
NUS issue was obvious so it would 

“Bruns credibility questioned by be wise not to make any 
Dal" is a totally misleading pretentions about it. Your most 
headline and you have performed favorable 
a disservice to the students of your conveniently run on a left hand 
campus. If you will read the page near the back of your paper 
Gazette article more carefully it (page 18, October 7 issue) 
was Don O'Connor, executive- 
secretary of NUS who was quoted entitled "CUP still hanging in" also 
questioning the Brunswickan's was misleading. It is a fact that, 
treatment of the NUS issue, technically speaking, CUP was to 
Childishly creating a non-existant receive the final word on the

article wasNUS

As far as CUP goes, your article
was

f

Does your book F all apart?
The situatioi 

has become 
noticeable as e, 
no one seems t 
this mess and 
enough to do a 
mention it in a 

Granted, w< 
problems in C 
well be solved 
of clear thinks 
part of the C 
present.

Our econorr 
movements, (tf 
everyone's garr 
wiped away wi 
all Canadians 
sights and rew, 
reason and con 
granted to all i 

, wait to let Par 
law.

j Meanwhile 
under barbaric 
of the world, 

Uganda and 
to mind but w 
what's happeni 
as well.

Hell, we we 
concern a cou 

Yet, in full 
against humar 
ourselves, our 
heed in no c

snow
have been of a quality less than 
equal to their retail price, and that 
if there is any appropriate action 
to be taken a group of 
complainants should be those to 
take it. The Consumers Bureau is a 
possibility.

If there are other students in 
this situation interested in getting 
their money's worth in future, 
please make yourselves known in 
order that a valid complaint may 
be registered.
Gwyn Martin B.Ed. 3

I realize that this is no fault ofDear Editor:
I have recently been the the Bookstore, but is simply a very 

purchaser of a required course poor job on the part of the 
test titled Educational Administra- publisher. (Worse, the publisher is 
tion in Canada (T.E. Giles, Canadian — leaving no quilt on

the hands of any capitalistic

snow

Detselig, Calgary, 1974).
The price of the book at the UNB foreigner.)

Bookstore was $6.95. Looking 
through the text for the first time, I been tagged as complacent, 
was careful to open it gently and apathetic, and yet as humans most 
felx the binding, only to find loose of us remain energetic about 
pages in my hands before I had being financially swindled, 
had a chance to even read the first

Students at this university have

I think that this is not the first or
only time educational materialspage.

No Ariel? Surely you Jest!
intelligence, and mediocre as far 
as wonderfullness, sexyness, 
gorgeousness and spelling are 
concerned, I'd feel truly privileged 
to be able to console you over 
your unfortunate lot. I'd also be 
very careful not to crush your 
hamburgers.

So, as we near the 25th, my 
Christmas message to the world at 
large must be this: "Sorry, 
Virginia, there really isn't an 
Ariel."

personable, gorgeous, talented, 
intelligent person you are, rather 
than as a sterotyped plastic 
imitation of sensitive, loving, 
wonderful, sexy, personable, 
gorgeous, talented, intelligent 
Farrah.

Dear Airel,

Your Christmas message was so 
touching that I just must respond. 
For one thing I have a rather 
severe hangover this morning, 
and the part of me that you 
touched was unfortunately some
what lower than heart level. Life is just so unfair, and if you 

I've been meaning to get in ever need a should to 
touch with you ever 
September, when your heart- an older woman (yes, I'm really 
lending appeal went out for 25) who is only so-so in the 
people to treat you as the departments of sensitivity, loving- 
sensitive, loving, wonderful, sexy, ness,

cry on,
since please feel free to come to me. As

l

personality, talent and Love and kisses, Nanci Arseneau

Roll that by again!
each group. Any interested person of whom are busy students like

myself. But misinterpretation of 
I would also like to point out facts and opinions is made all the 

that there were a total of eight more likely by the presence of
these errors.

Dear Editor:
is welcome.

I am writing in regard to the 
article entitled "Atlantic Folk
Festival" on page 24 of the grammatical and spelling errors in 
December 2nd "Brunswickan". The this short article. I realize that the Sincerely, 
article is basically accurate, but "Bruns" gets published mainly Barbara Hughes

through the efforts of a small Coordinator 
group of dedicated people, most College Hill Folk Collective

there are two points left open to 
misinterpretation.

First, the College Hill Folk 
Collective has not had its budget 
cut off. Like all other SRC funded

Common s 
with the rising 
today, to cor 
less time th. 
thought nece 
practical and

take. The ill 
engineering h 
UNB do not < 
sentiments.

In Engint 
generally mak 
percent of th< 
result most stu 
exams with a 
from their tern 
however pro 
nemesis.

Smarten up dummiesgroups, it has experienced 
cutbacks. One of the cutbacks was 
the money allotted to the trip to 
the Folk Festival in January. 
However, as is stated in the 
article, this cutback will not 
interfere with attendance at this

Dear Editor: last minute papers. We all need to 
vent our frustrations and mental

Over the past two years there anguish in 
have been approximately 88 trees could we not leave alone the little 
on campus damaged beyond natural beauty remaining on 
repair. These trees vary in kind campus? Some of us do appreciate 
and age with the latest being a ten waking up in the morning to see 
year old maple. Ten years of life something besides buildings and 
and beauty snapped off by barren grounds, 
someone without too much feeling 
for the beauty of nature.

Now, I realize that at this

some manner. But

event.
Second, the article states that 

there is a maximum of four 
entrants accepted from any one 
university. Actually, there is a 
maximum of one entry accepted 
from each university, but this 
entry may include up to four 
performers. There is no limit 
enforced on the number of

Thanks for your much appreciat
ed space.

I am open to any comments or suggestions on or for this column. 
88888

Hello Carol, The cat is going baldI 
Happy Friday the 13th I

institution there are many things 
which get to people. At this 
particular time of the year there Yours sincerely, 

spectators who attend to support are the pressures of exams and Gary Carver
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Inside Track
by Allan Patrick

Engineers-
J SRC hoping for YCW grants

By ANDREW STEEVES ”

i f

Jonuary 13, 1978

iP«i 1MÉ"

Canada Works grant. 9 nc( V ïfT™ * "u” 'V°C°Up ,e"' Sund°y* hockey scores didn't

The grants are awarded to courses nr t * f°U9b ?Xt,r0 [each ,hi* reporter so they won't
students and other young people d°“ !,rn , Tu "T °# ,fhe be rePorted- basketball the 
who develop summer projects Ï ? Survey and Engineering 3 teams

which will be of benefit to the class srhedul/f ^k° .°^,fln |J1elr Wl11 attempt to maintain their high
community or country at large. It ,u , . . °r 'S ®^m" 7bere standings with matches this week. 
eLrtllu . . .. , 1 ~ snould be course credits givenshould be relatively easy to an those of us who manage to arrive

. at a conflict-free, 8:30-free simple
group of Engineers c|ass schedule A ,

to come up with such a project - in 9rouP °f Civil Engineers have
solar heating, home insulation, .... decided to try to redesign the Civil
environmental studies and land Engineering crest. The present
surveys, among other things Çrest' os You may remember.
Sponsorship for the projects would One group of Engineers who T ° 'he°doli,e ° black 
be readily available from your really enjoyPed their Christmas back9r°u"d- lf never has set 

Engineering department and the break were our delegates to the anyon.e s h®arf aflame. being both 
SRC. As a matter of fact, SRC Tenth Congress of rnnnd T ™ °nd inaPPropriate - the 
president Jim Murray has pushed Engineering Students held “in *h®odol,te !s ?n 1867 model and is 
hard for student YCW applications Sherbrooke Apparently the Sher toh^0^  ̂menf ' °nd if is 
and pledged SRC support for all brooke Engineers hashed a fine *°beboPed ^ n«w crest will 
reasonable applications. Congress which was hothU r befter representation of Civil

Such projects would be an Z T enterla7n7n^hï M' E?9inefrin9 wise cracks,
excellent way to do your Senior Some of the groupie already P 1°*°, ‘ Anyon® who wishes

Report or Master's Thesis all while making plans for next veals S* ^«1* xmay d° *0, A prize
earning a decent wage. Interest- conference which will be held in °f ° • °f b®er is offered to the 
ed? If so contact SRC president Jim Halifax by Nova S^ ia Technical Wmmn9 6ntry‘

Murray. Engineering Reps Tim College. '«cnmcal
Colwell and Don Davis or Rep at 
Large Andy Steeves. Application 
deadline is February 18th (I think

If you are interested in doing 
something different this

Student Directories - OVERDUEI
Like the other 5300-odd students on this campus, I 

have been awaiting [anxiously then angrily] the 
arrival of the Student Directory, the list of phone 
numbers of all the students. When I returned after a 
glorious X mas break to find the Directories finally 
available, my anger was stirred sufficiently to seek 
out SRC Comptroller Brian Pryde to find out what the 
hell caused the delay [Brian and Chuck Johnstone 
took care of the production of the book].

From what I gather from Brian, alot of time was lost 
due to the printers, but certainly not 4 months I Once 
the computer printouts of the student list are 
available [2nd or 3rd week in September] the book 
should be typed and to the printers in a couple of 
weeks. Everything else should have been taken care 
of during the summer, when the ads are sold for the 
book [yes, they do get commission on the ads].

Whatever be the actual couses for the incredible 
delay, I feel that the Directory is little more than 
useless when It doesn't come out 'till January, and 
should be seriously examined by the SRC if it Is to 
continue. In my opinion, if they can't get the damn 
thing out before mid- or late October, it is a waste of 
time to the students, the SRC if it is to continue. In my 
opinion, if they can't get the damn thing out before 
mid- or late October, it is a waste of time to the 
students, the SRC and the advertisers, who 
would have bought ads If they knew the book 
wouldn't come out until January.

Question: What wo: 
Christmas present?summer,

1
Engineer or a

Chuck Johnstone

My girlfriend? Is tf 
choice?

I

<never
:i

**»»

WORLD HOCKEY BLUES F

As most of you know, last month saw the staging of 
yet another international series of hockey, this as 
much a farce as the rest. - 

international hockey, until the famous series in 
1972 when Canada narrowly beat the Soviets In a 7 
game series, was

Well that's all for this week. If 
The inform.,,„i i you hove anY news to share drop

recommenced wilh a flurry of ™ a li"e ei,her°‘ 306 Head 

matches. In ball hockey both  ̂my ma.lbox m C-level. Take
♦ WWW

i

APEC
Quebec uneconomic factor

says-not only a joke, but a bad joke. 
While Canada followed the rules by submitting an 
amateur junior team, European countries supplied 
"amateur" teams which were not only paid and 

operated by their governments, but practised year 
round. The Soviet team, for example, consisted of 
players who were said to be in the military but 
remained nothing more than professional paid hockey 
players. This would make them similar to our NHL 
teams

According to the Atlantic West," the APEC Newsletter notes 
Provinces Economic Council, a Further, "there is very little ,ronsPorf- telecommunications, 
private, non-profit research group, evidence to date that aovern mines" fores,s- agriculture, finan- 
economic policy changes in ments of this region are pursuing Cial , institutions,

teHzrrtrs
Canada. APEC s latest Newsletter policy stances to counter those 9overnment s intervention in the 
is devoted to a discussion of the which are the most deleterious to privo,e sector is designed to 
Quebec economy and the direc- the regional economy " promote economic autonomy. If

dEEFEH
w1nh,snudffe?mS from'QhiCba"'' ,hem ^ ,he initiativ« CanadaT n^essTry. ^he^bask

new^o": whkheCil SZSESS STîTlS: =kcZda0,LebeC "*
largely directed at Ontario and the These areas include rail and ok coming into conflict.

Dwayne Keyes

A treat from Thailand
ports and

So, in 1972, it was not suprising that Canada had 
such a hard time with the Soviets - the Canadian team 
had 2 weeks of practise together before the series, 
and the Soviets had been practising together for the 
entire year before the series. [Some of the Soviets had 
been on the same line for up to six years together/] 

Also during the series in 1972, the Canadian team 
was subjected to unnecessary intimidation by the 
Soviet government, which provided accomodations 
that were so poor the Canadian team relocated and 
paid for their motel themselves.

This is not meant to come off as

GI]
are therefore

an anti-Soviet 
article I firmly believe that the Soviet teams are very 
talented hockey players. What I object to is the 
intimidation tactics used by the Soviet government in 
spreading the tale that Canadian hockey is 
unnecessorily rough - did you notice the Soviet player 
suspended in the recent series for swinging his stick 
at the referee?

Child care help needed i
The Holiburton Region of 

Browndale (Ontario), a residential 
treatment centre for emotionally
disturbed children, requires Child wi,b 'okes- ,,s definitely a place

for people who would rather live 
in the country than in the city, 

direction of Dr. Ralph Bierman There s lots of snow in the winter 

who has had extensive experience 
in Community Mental Health. The 
programme is bcsed on the 
functional family model emphasiz
ing relationship in a therapeutic 
community climate.

Applicants should be mature In order to reach their aoal in nvnilr.hu ..

individuals who are willing to give obatining good quality project sions on nH T COn,SU a,lon- Discus-

parents. Qualities of warmth, Works program team is actually activity regulations'pToiect* Tb

emoaThv rer9ï I 6P C<3rin9 °nd v,si,in9 many communities, hold missions and any' other YCW

people who are free and individual basis. Anna Rail will be Qualitative project $ m9 °0d 
unburdened, people who you at the Canada Employment Centre The You^q Canada
would feel are now ready to be (an Campus) in Fredericton N B proaram is 1 ■ u d,
functional mothers and fathers. on January 19th and 20th to meet student summtr n ^ I ° r®d?

In addition they also require a whoever is interested in geTtfnq enqblZ Ttoh™7loyr"«rt 1by 
Child Cqre Teacher for the further details on the possibilities Zs to soon ' T30™0'

Browndale Holiburton school. °f creating summer jobs with this qeneratina oroZ emPloyment 
Applicants should be mature program. commun.,! ,°re°S of
individuals who are interested in Here, Anna will help you he Hot' e la^5 should

5Ü2 SL,r,Itid" „ " Xzf’i s,
=Mid,

Holiburton is a picturesque rural Qualified resource person now choke of IX*"" ° br0°d

area of Central Ontario. The 
countryside is rolling and dotted

and trees and lakes in the 
summer.

Please call 705-754-2821 or 

write Browndale (Ontario), R.R. ft 
1 Holiburton, Ontario.

At present the only inequity in our dealings with the 
Soviets is the problem of scheduling of the series' 
There seems to be no time compatible to all countries 
for a match between the world's best teams. Also, the 
three series' we have seen

Care Staff.
This region is under the

hove been arranged by 
promoters with the objective of making money and 
not the best hockey possible. There have been 
problems of NHL owners not putting their best players 
on the ice for the international matches for fear of 
injuries. It all adds up to a series that is a farce.

».

YCW on campus .

f...
•V-1

Vm . .
t RETURN OF THE 10 CENT COFFEE!

If you have been following [ond lamenting] the 
J rising price of coffee over the past two years, there is 
i help in sight. Those of us who really enjoy our coffee 
| between classes or with meals have been either 

paying the prices or doing without for the past 
Well, if you haven't found it already, there 
machine on campus where you can get coffee for a 
dimel Its in the Oak Room [downs,oirs] area of the 
Memorial Student Centre and is also a great place to 
eat your lunch away from the crowds in the SUB Saga 
provided food service there until this year but now all 
that can be found are the machines, one of which is 
the 10 cent coffee machine. Amusingly enough, there 
is another machine beside it that sells coffee for 25 
cents.

So next time you feel like a cup and are near the 
STUD, drop in and spend a dime or sit down and enjoy 
the peace and quiet if you like.

IM|SS
year, 
is a
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I v ---------1Well, there» nothing here yfi, «JL*i
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i Ed. Note: The articli 
"scabbed" from the I 
Erendole College, of the 
of Toronto, we figured i' 
Atlantic Students also 
thought. . , .

Job opportunities in Europe this For several years students made js offering these jobs to students 
summer . . . Work this summer in their way across the Atlantic for Germany, Scandinavia, Eng- 
the forests of Germany, on through A.E.S.-Service to take part |ant|, Austria, Switzerland, France, 
construction in Austria, on farms in the actual life of the people of Italy, and Spain. The jobs consist of 
in Germany, Sweden and Den- these countries. The success of forestry work, child core work 
mark, in industries in France and this project has caused a great (females only), form work, hotel 
Germany, in hotels in Switzerland, deal of enthusiastic interest and WOrk (limited number available), 

Well there are these jobs support both in America and construction work, and some other 
available as well as jobs in Europe. Every year, the program more qualified jobs requiring 
Ireland, England, France, Italy, and has been expanded to include more specialized training.
Holland are open by the consent of many more students and jobs, 
the governments of these count- Already, many students have to 
ries to American

m
by Brenda Johnston

By BOGRA JAWOBERTHA is still laid up, so my most recent travel 
expeditions have been on city transit. For those not 
already acquainted with her, Bertha is my chariot. . 
• the one with the dead battery, though due to my 
recent attempt to take it out, is now the one with the 
dead battery with one post torn off. New bus 
schedules are now available for anyone in similar 
winter distress. Fares have gone up to 30 cents or 4 
for $1.00 for students and senior citizens; for the rest 
of us it is 50 cents or 10 for $4.50. For ONCE it pays 

•to be a STUDENT.-
In response to all the inquiries as to what

glamorous place did I go to for Christmas___ I went
SOUTH ... to St. Stephen . . . weather was wet . . . 
food was great . . . didn’t loose my luggage ... did 
not get a sun burn . . . gained five pounds. For those 
with more elaborate travel plans in mind I will 
suggest three programs operating from Halifax to 
the SUNNY SOUTH during March Break.

FLORIDA A LA CAR for only $369.00 per person 
($319.00 four in a group) you can fly from Halifax to 
Tampa and have an air conditioned car waiting for 
you at the Holiday Inn in Clearwater, where

Students entering th 
world from secondary s 
over-prepared, while 
entering post-secondai 
are under-prepared sa) 
recently put together b) 
Carlton of the Uni\ 
Guelph and Professor O 
of the University of To 

The report differs 
regular ministry pronoc 
because it is not base< 
Professor Carlton calls 
view of the school syst 
of the information comp 
education ministries in 
of strictly a statistical m 
as enrollment records, 
this particular study is c 
includes interviews will 
and students along with 
observation by the 

Initialed by the Onto 
mic Council in respn 
private employment

The purpose of this program is 
afford the student an 

university made application for next summer opportunity to get into real living 
students coming to Europe the jobs. American-European Student 
next summer.

contact with the people and 
Service (on a non-prof itoble basis) customs of Europe. In this way, a

concrete effort can be made to

Here come the blimps learn something of the culture of 
Europe. In return for his or her 
work, the student will receive his 
or her room and board, plus a 
wage. However, student should 

1,150 keep in mind that they will be 
yards of material, five miles of working on the European economy 

tl„ . . . / . , , thread and holds 35,000 cubic feet and wages will naturally be scaled
ndvPr,?r n'mm,Cï m r e ff hof air' ,f wi" ^vel from state accordingly. The working condi-
a?,en on Lm'S^°n ^ . '° f°°,bal1 9ames or tions (hours, safety, regulations,

oimmirk k n ^ n B Î7\ 6 anywhere else it can steal legal protection, work permits)
balloon oh °, .a*,en,ion ^rom the Goodyear will be strictly controlled by the
balloon about 150 feet h.gh. Blimp. (Newscript) labor ministries of the countries

-------------------------------------------------- involved.
Please write for further informa

tion and application forms to: 
American-European 
Service, Weile 133, Box 70, FI 
9493 Mauren, Liechtenstein (Eur
ope).

Look! Up in the air! It's a bird, shaped like a giant spark plug, 
its the Goodyear Blimp! No! It's The balloon consists of 
the Champion spark plug!

res<ATTENTION ALL GRADS!
If you have not yet had your Grad picture taken 

and you wish to be included in the Grad section of 
the 1978 Yearbook it is essential that you have it 
taken as soon as possible. We cannot guarantee that 
they will be included as the deadline was December 
31,1977. Therefore the sooner you have them taken, 
the better. The fourth year Education Students have 
until Jan. 31, 1978 to have their pictures taken and 
again we can not guarantee their inclusion if taken 
after this time.

If pictures are taken at Harveys or Stones they 
will be sent automatically to us. However if you have 
them taken elsewhere you must send them to the 
Yearbook Office SUB, UNB Campus Mail by January 
31, 1978.

Student-

you
have seven nights accommodation an air-condition
ed room with two double beds and colour TV. The Acade:» I two storey Inn overlooks a lush, tropical courtyard

Awarpnp ttC I with a lar8e swimming pool, a good restaurant and 
^ 00 ■ coffee shop and live entertainment is provided in the

Week
EDITORS NOTE: In an ed 

the Bruns questi 
quality of education I. 
univeristles. It seems \ 
the only ones. Below is 
from the Lance, a studi 
from the University of 
Windsor, Ontario.

Pink Garter Lounge.
FLORIDA DISNE Y W ORLD for $325.00 you can fly 

Halifax 'to Orlando and spend seven nights at the 
Carlton House Resort minutes from Disneyworld. 
Daily continential breakfast is also included. This is 
a modern and gracious hotel complex in pleasant 
contemporary Spanish motifdesigned so carefully to 
cater to the Florida visitor that it seems to be a 
vacation in itself.

FREEPORT SHALIMAR $419.00 will buy flights to 
and from Freeport from Halifax and seven nights 
accommodation at the Shalimar in studio efficiency 
units. It is only 200 yards from the International 
Bazaar and near the Casino. Activity centers around 
the three swimming pools but there is golf, tennis, 
and rooftop dining and a cocktail lounge.

Space is sold out to Nassau so if you plan to travel 
drop in to the TRAVEL OFFICE SOON. It doesn't cost 
a penny to inquire. Free brochures are available on 
the mentioned programs. Other destinations 
available but these have been chosen as budget 
holidays.
LET ME SEND YOU TO THE SUN .... YOU CAN 
TAKE THE SNOW WITH YOU.

January 16 to 20 the National 
Indian University Student Associa
tion will be hosting an awareness 
week at both UNB and STU 
campuses for anyone who is 
interested in attending.

Starting at 7:30 on Monday, 
there will be a buffet held in the 
STU cafeteria - speaker Dr. Leo 
Ferrari. During the course of the 
week, seminars will be held to 
discuss a variety of topics ranging 
from the Indian Act and Human 
Rights, to Indian Law.

Speakers will include: Chief Dan 
George, Darell Paul,
Turnball, Anthony Francis, Gary 
Gould, Raymond Tremblay, Gray- 
don Nicholas, Dr. Noel Kinsella, 
Danny MacIntyre.

There will also be an arts and 
crafts show being exhibited at the 
STU administration building and 
Edmund Casey Hall during the 
course of this awareness week. 
Everyone is encouraged to 
and take part in the festivities 
which promise to include sleigh 
rides, volleyball games and a 
possible dance.

Tickets are being sold now for a 
woman's beaded dress to be 
drawn on the 20th of this month at 
STU.

By ANNA MARIA TREI
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By NE/L DICKIE Dozens of these have been published in 
well-known and respected professional 
publications such as Scientific American, 
Psychosomatic Medicine and Perceptual 
and Motor Skills. The evidence that 
something very real and beneficial 
happens during and after T.M. practise is 
so substantial as to be very difficult to 
ignore.

Support for the T.M. programme has 
come
from within

T.M. is very simple, easy a 
It s quite unique among tecl 
meditation because it doesn’t I 
strenous effort, concentration c 
lotion. A person doesn't have 
or aim at any process. It's ve 
learn and practise, because it ir 
use of an ability which is 
inherent in the human

I have no doubt whatsoever that most 
people live, whether physically, Intellec
tually or morally, in a very restricted circle 
of their potential being. They make use of 
a very small portion of their possible 
consciousness Much like a man who out 
of his whole organism should get into the 
habit of using and moving only his little 
finger.

nervou
The immediate result of 

increased freedom from stress, 
mental clarity and more physic 
The cumulative effects have b< 
to include increased 
intelligence, better health and i 
coordination and increased p 
integration.

The goal of the T.M.

from all sides - from young and old, 
- —j and without of the 

"Establishment ", In 1973 the chief 
researcher for the Federal Cabinet 
strongly recommended that all ministers 
start T.M. and it's well known that about 
10 percent of the House of Commons 
practise the technique. Dr. E.B. Toane 
writing in the Canadian Medical 
Association Journal in June 1976 

as a preventive 
measure against stress, and says that, 
about 65 doctors in Alberta personally 
practise the technique, including himself. 
Dennis Potvin of the New York Islanders 
when asked between periods of a 
televised Stanley Cup Playoff game how 
his team coped, with the pressure of 
playoff hockey - had high praise for T.M., 
which all but 2 members of the team had 
started in mid-season. Stevie Wonder 
sings on a recent album: Innervislons, 
that: "Transcendental meditation gives 

•you peace of mind".
In Canada about 150,000 people have 

taken the seven step - 10 hour course of 
instruction - Canada has the second 
highest number per capita practising T.M.
- Israel is the first, Norway is on a par with 
Canada, Sweden is third and the U.S. 
fourth. Altogether about 1.5 million 
people practise T.M. with teaching centres 
in 81 countries, including Poland and 
Yugoslavia.

During practise of the T.M. technique 
the mind effortlessly quiets down to a 
state of calm inner awareness and the 
body settles into a state measurably 
deeper than deep sleep. A person gains a 
unique state of consciousness called 
"restful alertness" which is distinctly 
different from waking, sleeping or 
dreaming. This state cannot be achieved 
through hypnosis, catnapping, relaxing, 
relaxation exorcisés, bio-feedback tech
niques, or other techniques which might 
go by the name of meditation 
produce the physiological changes which 
occur during the practice of T.M.

T.M. is not a religion or a philosophy or 
a lifestyle; although it has relevance to all 
of these. It does not involve a change in 
diet or dress. No change in personal 
habits is required, or even mentioned in 
the course. However, most people find 
that after a couple of weeks or months of 
regular practise that they feel less 
inclined to do things which take away 
from good health and clarity of mind. T.M. 
is not time consuming - it only takes 15 - 
20 minutes twice a day, and doesn't 
involve difficult postures: - it s practised 
sitting comfortably, usually in a chair, with 
eyes closed.

WILLIAM JAMES

Professor James, regarded as the 
father of Western psychology, made this 
statement around the turn of the century. 
Since then it has been echoed many times 
by many thinkers at the forefront of their 
fields: Fritz Peris, the founder of Gestalt 
therapy. Dr. Wilder Penfield, the world 
renowned Canadian neuro-surgeon, and 
Albert Einstein once estimated that he 
was using just 20 - 25 percent of his 
mental capacity.

The need for a means to unfold human 
potential has never been more important 
than in this decade in which the routine 
demands mode upon the individual - 
physical, intellectual, ethical and emotion
al are more than at 
worlds history.

It has been estimated that knowledge is 
expanding so rapidly that by the time a 
child born today graduates from college 
the amount of knowledge in the world will 
be four times as great. The mass media 
presents us daily with a tremendous 
amount of ideas, images and information 
to be sorted and absorbed. Modern 
transportation and communications have 
made our s an almost nomadic society, we 
move often to take new jobs and attend 

schools, breaking direct ties with 
family and friends. The pace of life in 
general has increased manyfold and the 
consequences of this are apparent in the 
death statistics of modern countries.

Alvin Toffler in his best selling book 
Future Shock speculates that soon the 
pace of life and rate of change in Western 
societies will be so rapid that man will not 
be able to adapt with serious 
psycho-physiological consequences.

We are quickly coming to the point 
where we must decide whether to reduce 
the rate of progress - or maximize our 
abilities to deal with - and further to 
control the changes which the explosion 
of knowledge and technology is facing us 
with.

créât

progn
state of enlightenment, and 
nothing mystical is meant. Enli$ 
is a classical term which refe 
state of full development c 
potential. It involves the embo 
those values which we already 
high: kindness, creativity, 
sensitivity. A modern syno 
enlightenment is "self actualize 

During practise of the T.M. 
mental activity settles, thinking 
more refined and 
Eventually the most quiet, refine 
thinking is experienced (transe 
this point one actually goes 
(transcends) the thinking proi 
experiences its source; which is 
orderly, and a tremendous re: 
creativity and intelligence. The 
and systematic experience < 
refined thinking naturally enlive 
areas of the brain concerned w 
refi, led thinking, making the 
available for conscious 

This is what is meant by "expc 
consciousness": a general inci 
ability to think effectively, 
more productively.

This law teaches the dire< 
orderliness and harmony in 
systems. It says that as activity 
orderliness increases. In phy 
temperature goes down - so does 

We see examples of this law e 
at this time of year. If we take 
outside on some winter days w 
see on our sleeve tiny white he 
crystals which ore highly orderly 
structure yet each one quite unii 
extremely beautiful. Snowflake 
into being as water droplets 
to low- temperature. It 
resultant reduction in activity in th 
molecules results in the phenom 
increasing physical quiet and with 
natural orderliness and beauty 
within the water molecule b 
manifest.

recommends T.M.

moreany point in the

use.
new

one

can
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THE TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION 
PROGRAMME

Probably the best known, and certainly 
the most throughly researched means for 
the systematic development of human 
potential is the T.M. programme. Since the 
first major study on the physiology of the 
T.M. technique was published in Science 
in 1971 - over 100 studies on T.M. in the 
areas of physiology, psychology and of 
late - sociology, have been completed.

Similarly as one meditates 
"temperature" decreases (mental 
becomes less) and with this tr 
increasing quiet in the*^ 
more and more of its inherent ord« 
is expressed. This is a definite exp. 
during and after Transcendental / 
tion.
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------------ 1 Well, you really can’t win today■

1
Ed. Note: The article below is concerned that graduates today .

"scabbed" from the Medium II, are ill prepared for the work force, “nfif^P!fP^red f°,r.Unive.rsi^'This institutions did a better job in
Erendole College, of the University the study is aimed at getting an fhe re os s,9m,ican* finding of educating the students than did
of Toronto, we figured it applied to inside view of the schools, and is P r ‘ the larger ones. Discrepancies in
Atlantic Students also. Food for based on the interrelationship of a DEFICIENCY IN THREE AREAS the educational standards of 
thought. . , . large number of smaller reports various high schols are also

pertinent to the matter. Grade 13 graduates are contributors to the uneven
Carlton and Hall found that deficient in three basic areas that preparedness' of students.

The report concluded that a shift
are University work, according to Hall. . to high demand for work rather <- ,

are over-qualified in the sense that The greatest of these and of worse than quality seemed to promote m SSI°^ °.v® eer]
•prepared, while students *be majority of jobs require only hinderance to persons seeking a mediocrity in the public school „ , .. ^ ,r ln e, sc 00

entering post-secondary schools very basic skills that can be taught degree or post secondary diploma system. The idea was to get l/ Mandatory subjects have 
are under-prepared says a report on the job. For instance the most is a weakness in writing ability It students to work on their own and °rh reinstated, mostly basics,
recently put together by Professor popular courses at highschool are stems from too much emphasis they would work best this way. llil™ -, uîj u 7* aL,h*
Carlton of the University of in the Arts and Science placed on the points made in an The student was to have freedom „|| „?0n90 . Ï•bV i J
Guelph and Professor Oswald Hall department which offers a wide essay rather than the quality of of expression in his studies so that ° r, sublec,s remamed
of the University of Toronto. variety of courses, including Math, the writing itself. Poor reading he could develop to his-her fullest fhe Toronto mJhch ° ,d'P °m° m

The report differs from the Chemistry, Physics and History, abilities have also been observed potential without the cramping ® SC °°
regular ministry pronouncements. This type of training is of little in Highschool graduates. rules and regulations of the old
because it is not based on what practical use for someone A number of other factors are system.
Professor Carlton calls a "paper entering the retail industry, where responsible for this discrepancy in
view of the school system". Most ° basic education will suffice. educational preparedness'. The
of the information compiled by the is obvious that most graduates main cause could be the shift in
education ministries in Canada is in Ontario fall into this category emphasis in schools from rigid Why this shift in emphasis
of strictly a statistical nature, such and are over qualified for virtually curriculum to a loosely structured within the schools? Professor
as enrollment records. However, any job they apply for where they one where the students are given Carlton feels that the fault if it
this particular study is detailed. It do not have to compete with more choice in choosing their be placed, lies in the ideological
includes interviews with teachers University graduates. courses. reforms of the 60 s The province
and students along with first hand However this is only where the High enrollments and heavy gave up the rigid standard 
observation by the researchers. dilemma begins for highschool bureaucracy are also responsible. curriculum for high schools to give

Initiated by the Ontario Econo- graduates. While being overquali- Though the report does not take way to more flexibility and
mic Council in response to a f,ed for most jobs the majority of into account high-priced private freedom students under the
private employment sector is students leaving highschool are schools, it was found that smaller auspices of the now famous

fi Dennie Hall report.
The coming of the 70s 

reversal and an end brought to 
this era of idealistic reform, when 
graduates were not getting any 
concrete benefits

saw a

from such 
attempts at reform. A cry went up 
for a return to the three R's type of 
education.
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Students entering the working today after graduation 
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Whether the report will have 
any impact on the future of Highs 
school curriculum in the future is 
uncertain. But it seems that most 
of the findings have just confirmed 
what has already become appar
ent, and that most of them are 
being acted upon now in one form 
or another.
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Academic quality-64on the cutting board”
PRESENTS

Jack Medley 
Kenneth Wickes Vernon Chapman

Dan MacDonaldEDITORS NOTE: In an editorial students deserve because of tight 
the Bruns questioned the budget restrictions. 

quality of education in today's 
univeristies. It seems we're not presently "entertaining the possib
le only ones. Below is an article ility of cutbacks and internal 
from the Lance, a student paper redistributions," said Cassano. He 
from the University of Windsor, added he feels there is 
Windsor, Ontario.

enrollment. Cassano said he per cent next year. Because of the 
questioned Premier William Davis f'nanciol situation facing the
about financial situation for this institutions, morale among faculty 
institution. Davis, he said, is *ow' saic* Cassano.
answered that there were enough Professor John McAuliffe, Vice
funds for this year, but would say President Academic, said so far, 

a program little about coming years. When he nothing has happened to 
a$SuS|meji' !u ace *bat asked the premier for specific interfere with the educational
ou ea o e scaling down of indications of the situation, Davis quality" of the university. He did

programs or of their termination. wou|d on)y say that fimes were say that if enrollment continues to
A committee on academic tight. decline, there will be reason for

Premier Davis was unavailable concern over the future of this
university, but added, such

inThe Ontario Government isn fly 
t the 
orld. 
lis is 
isant 
lly to 
be a
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Murder
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By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

The university system is being planning has been assessing
starved and academic quality is Ontario universities, seeking for
now on the cutting board, unnecessary duplication of course
according to Dr. Paul Cassano, areas. Cassano said that perhaps
Chairman of the Ontario Council duplicate faculties would be the
of University Faculty Associations, first to be cut back by the

Cassano, of the French Depart- government. 
ment said faculty members across The University of Windsor is in a 
the province feel they cannot precarious situation this
provide the level of education the because of

ts to 
ights 
ency 
ional 
jund 
anis,

comment.
Cassano said there is a general speculation is looking way down 

feeling among Ontario faculty that road,
the post-secondary educational' T^e 
system will be underfunded. Funds Pr°fessor," McAuliffe said, "is far 
for colleges and universities more important than any other

academic effort." If a student has

v:
best effort of the

A SHERLOCK HOLMES ADVENTURE 
by Aldan Nowlan and Walter Learning

Directed by Ted Follows 
and designed by Ed Kotanen

increased by 5.8 per cent this
year year, but there is speculation that a 9°°^ teacher, he explained,

a sharp drop in funds will increase only by three ,*1en onY other problems which
result from cutbacks are only an 
inconvenience.

Dr. John Allan, Vice-President 
Administration, and Treasurer, 
said the University of Windsor will

UNB Frerlorirtnn -it • , . nof be treated differently from
extension course in "fnr^r9 »0n ÏL fr°m Jan' 16 through and heating, insect and animal life 0,her universities. Terming it a
cotta- owner!" 1 2?' -, . in lakeside woodlands, trees and "difficult proposition", Allan said

on ay The program is designed for the soils, and forest ecology. all universities are going to be
cottage owner who wants to The 10 two-hour sessions will be under intense financial pressures
actively appreciate and fit into the taught by several members of the within the next few years, 
natural environment, not merely UNB forestry faculty, and the fee
establish a second home some for the course is $25. Course hours ^ • S
distance from urban stress and

■aval 
cost 
e on
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TONIGHT IS BUCK NITE! 
Just present your student 
I.D. at the Playhouse 
box-office and have your 
choice of any seat for $1.

CAN

..J

Females
are 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Registration is 

pressures. through the UNB
Topics covered will include use department, Rm. 125, MacLaggan 

of wood in cottage construction Hall, 453-4646.
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India's Council of Social Science 
Research reports that the ratio of 
women to men in that country has 
dropped sharply over the last 30 
years.

The Council found that for each 
one thousand men in India, there 
are now only 930 women.

The report says that this may be 
partly due to greater life 
expectancies for today's Indian 
men. But, the Council goes on to 
explain that girl children, while 
not murdered outright, are often 
neglected until they die.

Women, , the report adds, 
frequently die in childbirth. This, 
says the study, may explain why 
India has nearly 45 million fewer 
women than men. (Newscript) 
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CHSR - GAME of the MONTH 
FRIDAY JANUARY 13th at 7:00, CHSR, 
will broadcast Live, Play by Play Action

between U.N.B. RED DEVILS 
AND"

S.M.U. HUSKIES.
Saturday at 2:00 , CHSR Sports 

will present to you
RED DEVILS IN ACTION AT ACADIA.

MOVIE 1
THE SEXORCIST

MOVIE 2
BLOODY FRIDAY

MOVIE 3
IF YOU DON'T STOP IT

-YOU'LL GO BLIND

DOORS OPEN 11:00-ALL SEATS $3.00 
RESTRICTED-BOX OFFICE CLOSES 1:30
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Development of Personality

been published in 
icted professional 
Jentlfic American, 
le and Perceptual 
ie evidence that 

and beneficial 
er T.M. practise is 
8 very difficult to

T.M. is very simple, easy and natural. 
Its quite unique among techniques of 
meditation because it doesn’t involve any 
strenous effort, concentration or contemp
lation. A person doesn't have to imagine 
or aim at any process. It's very easy to 
learn and practise, because it involves the 
use of

Experiments show that regular practise 
of the T.M. technique produces 
measureable improvements in I.Q., 
creativity, and short and long 
memorization.

term

One of the more recent .M. studies has 
used a

an ability which is naturally 
inherent in the human nervous system.

The immediate result of T.M. is 
increased freedom from stress, increased 
mental clarity and more physical energy. 
The cumulative effects have been shown 
to include increased creativity and 
intelligence, better health and mind body 
coordination and increased personality 
integration.

The goal of the T.M. program is the 
state of enlightenment, and by that 
nothing mystical is meant. Enlightenment 

is a classical term which refers to the 
state of full development of human 
potential. It involves the embodiment of 
those values which we already hold very 
high: kindness, creativity, stability, 
sensitivity. A modern synonym for 
enlightenment is "self actualization ".

During practise of the T.M. technique 
mental activity settles, thinking becomes 

refined and more orderly. 
Eventually the most quiet, refined level of 
thinking is experienced (transcends). At 
this point one actually goes beyond 
(transcends) the thinking process and 

experiences its source; which is perfectly 
orderly, and a tremendous resevoir of 
creativity and intelligence. The regular 
and systematic experience of more 
refined thinking naturally enlivens those 
areas of the brain concerned with 
refi, led thinking, making them 
available for conscious 

This is what is meant by "expansion of 
consciousness : a general increase in 
ability to think effectively, and 
more productively.

measure called "Field Indepen
dence" which is a measure of one's ability 
to focus attention on specific objects 
without being distracted by the 
environment of objects. At the same time 
as the focus is being maintained - the 
"Field Independent" person is also aware 
of the objects surrounding the one he is 
interested in - this ability is of immense 
value in problem solving.

Psychologists associate high Field 
Independence with increased mental 
health, reduced anxiety and increased 
stability of the autonomic nervous system: 
all indications of improved neurological 
organization.
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Kenneth Pelletier at the University of 
California Medical School has positively 
correlated regular practise of T.M. with 
high scores in this area. This fact is all the 
more remarkable because it 
previously believed that these basic 
perceptual abilities do not increase 
beyond early adulthood (the study group 
included adults).

more was

000 people have 
10 hour course of 
has the second 

ta practising T.M. 
iy is on a par with 
rd and the U.S. 
out 1.5 million
1 teaching centres 
ling Poland and

Connecticut and at the University of 
Hawaii and several other American 
Universities indicate higher grades. Long 
range studies show grades improving 
sharply over time as compared to 
matched control

more
more

use. groups.

In a landmark study on T.M. in business 
pub ished in the Academy of Management 
Journal by David R. Frew titled 
Transcendental Meditation and Produc

tivity" two fascinating facts about the T.M. 

programme emerge. (This study 
replicated in response to several i 
criticisms of its methodology - with 
similar results).

e T.M. technique 
uiets down to a 
areness and the 
tate measurably 
A person gains a 
ciousness called 
ich is distinctly 
g, sleeping or 
mot be achieved 
ipping, relaxing, 
o-feedback tech- 
ues which might 
meditation can 
il changes which 
e of T.M. 
r a philosophy or 
s relevance to all 
olve a change in 
ige in personal 
en mentioned in 
nost people find 
eks or months of 
they feel less 

'hich take away 
rity of mind. T.M. 
t only takes 15 - 
ay, and doesn't 
>: - it's practised 
y in a chair, with

so act

This law teaches the direction of 
orderliness and harmony in physical 
systems. It says that as activity reduces, 
orderliness increases. In physics as 
temperature goes down - so does activity

We see examples of this law everyday 
at this time of year. If we take a walk 
outside on some winter days we might 
see on our sleeve tiny white hexagonal 
crystals which ore highly orderly in their 
structure yet each one quite unique and 
extremely beautiful. Snowflakes come 
into being as water droplets are exposed 
to low- temperature. It seems as if the 
resultant reduction in activity in the water 
molecules results in the phenomenon of 
increasing physical quiet and with this the 
natural orderliness and beauty latent 
within the water molecule becomes 
manifest.

Similarly as one meditates mental 
temperature" decreases (mental activity 

becomes less) and with this trend of 
increasing quiet in the nervous system 
more and more of its inherent orderliness 
is expressed. This is a definite experience 
during and after Transcendental Medita
tion.

was
minor

very

First, productivity increases, at all 
levels of organization and at the 
time, anxiety to succeed decreased: 
fellow employees consistently rate 
meditating employees as moving ahead 
quickly - yet reported "climb orientation" 
as being less.

Second, those in positions which 
require more productivity and therefore 
place greater demands on capacity for 
creative and intelligent thinking show a 
higher level of job performance and job 
satisfaction, more stability in their jobs, 
and improved interpersonal relationships 
compared with meditators who worked in 
less demanding jobs. It seems that the 
more one is called upon to be creative and 
effective - the more application of the 
increased creative intelligence system
atically developed through the T.M. 
programme one finds.
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A star is bored
luitar.
» program 
lallenging 
JCtion to 
imbra by 
Boyd said 
red many 
r. This is 
ie work is 
istrument

By JOHN HELLO

Last Saturday ri.ght Brunswickon 
Staffer Jeff Irwin became 
come with boredom and decided 
*o take matters into his own hands 
(TALENT).

JiUJ| audience response, Jeff consulted 
the band and they agreed to 
perform another number. Need
less to say Jeff again outdid 
himself to the tune of C.W. 
McCall's Convoy song.

Immediately after this fine 
performance Jeff was presented 
with thunderous applause and 
given a few free beer by 
appreciative fans. Also a few 
rather attractive

2ESAI .sjji
over-

Berkeley 
int. Liona 
land this 
fed with

is _JBut before we go any further let 
us look at how this state of 
boredom came about. While 
several of the Bruns staffers 
gathered around a particular 
tavern table playing foolish 
games, Jeff obviously became 
very bored. Needless to say these 
games were devised by our 
inventive editor-in-chief, the 
BUNS. Upon realizing this 
whelming state of boredom, Jeff 
decided to consult the 
trustworthy inside editor. After 
this brief consultation Jeff decided 
he would ask the band performing 
that evening - which incidently 
was BUCKSHOT - if he could join 
them as their vocalist for a few 
numbers in their second 
Needless to say, this took the 
inside editor somewhat by 
surprise. But what really took the 
cookies was at

br, ■ *

%[ %( from a 
red with 
i Ameri- 
lich was

some
were

*
’ * jN*** »

jpJ* » * i *4
f

young women 
approached i —d complement 
ed him on his oerformance.

But the biggest »vent of the 
evening was wins,, jeff returned to 
the inside editor only to tell him 
and the entire table that he 
asked by the band to join them the 
following week at the Arms to 
sing a few more songs. Of 
Jeff accepted this offer and is 
doing just that as I write this story.

So if you're interested in 
talent as well as country music get 
yourself down to the Arms and 
BUCKSHOT, this weekend.

Unfortunately Jeff won't be with
As the band began to supply the the rest of the Rollin’ Kea natron* flowle« rond;»;™ ^ ,bem ,bis weekend but he

musical background, Jeff said, "I’d Unfortunately I (inside editor) was mentioned son °V6 W|M be in ,he months ahead. So
10-34 Bruns Star * V ÏW"9 Y°U nOW 0 Jim too hysterical to hear the firs, Tall keep an open eye for this
from4 hi.S i r Staffer Jeff rose Stafford song entitled The of the song. Upon recovery from n , ,olent brou9bt to you by your
2, , , proceeded W.ldwood Weed." A, this point the this laughing h, I realized uM “P°"c°mpk 'the tune the f. endly neighbourhood Bruns-
towards the stage. Then it group assembled around the table how talented this vounn mo endre tavern v ent bananas and wickan
happened j ! t -ppl-vd.d o7 ?b,T,2 1"“^ "°m

MlAsturias 
d a fine 
srt. The 
use was 
>re, an 
metimes

ever

over- was

ever v
ll/jti F course■f in this

».
new

E | see
set.

sure
ble live 

a live 
I was 
ccellent- 
msumer 
1 if that 
If you 

im, buy 
iis is a 
oke for 
vledge. 
langes.

tir 30 s 
r stage 
ack of 
ave it.

new raw

And once again much 
this success to Buckshot from all of us 

Upon seeing this nt the Bruns.nerenn

CHSPtopO HeresEikhard ■i

1) Baby What a Big Surprise - 15) As - Stevie Wonder
91 ICYn°' f6) Send In the Clowns - Judy
2) You re in my Heart . Rod Collins Y
Stewart
3) Blue Bayou - Linda Ronstadt

28) Drowning In the Sea of Love - 
Ringo Starr
29) Love at your Convenience - 
Alice Cooper
30) Tried to love - Peter Frampton*
31) Your Backyard 
Cummings

turn me off - High 32) Point of Know Return - Kansas
33) Angie Baby - Alan O’Day
34) Don't Let me 
Eikhard

17) Desiree - Neil Diamond
Boone* U9hf °P % Uf* * Debyby ^ Ge,,in' Read/lor Love - Diana

ll ?lon« ' «‘to Coolidge 20) You can',
6) Slip Slidin Away - Paul Simon
7) Your Smiling Face 
Taylor
8) You make loving fun -
Fleetwood Mac nm . .. 35) K'ck it out - Heart
«) Colling 0=<„p<,„„ . C„p.„,.„ SÜÆ* S'“P ' g3?! ^u

“>„:* ^ A,e Th- ch™pi°'” - 

Simon ,,, , v 38) Bock to the city - Patsy Gallant
W’" ** - - 2=™-="^-,

40) She's Not There - Santana

Marc Pepin

1
\4J %-■

Burton

Inergy
- James 21) Runaround Sue - Leif Garrett 

22) Closer to the Heart - Rush
'

Down - Shirley
te

rn-

ling a 
ry for 
penny 
lester 
tccess 
Paris

12) Come Sail Away - Styx
4! Thundiri® AAShuUn COSSidy 26) Wr0p Your Arms Around Me - 

14) Thunder In My Heart - Leo KC & Sunshine Band
°yer 2?) We re Off Yoù Know - Klaatu -Compiled by

, -W' 5
scond
Iritish

The
xper-
inded
was

r -
m H

Canadian feature film »

By MARC PEPIN was 16 in 1972. It became a
1 ,. bestseller in Canada. She then au it
Likha d wtllh 9 ar-'S’ c a‘ey Sci,°o1 *° devot* her cu-eer

Z27 Jov" -»«— «..........................wfelandM?heTOdirecrrSOusedyCa quilted m^ti / V^s More retumingto Canada^ ^Shtd'hatlf"' ^3 by'FlMtw^d^ï

=s : arc rr?rF;- £ ïiéEBHî -- “ rr?to study camera angles, colour î 1 Usbond' P-™- ,rom Monday to Friday and ^o e hTf, t ' Sh* which is s,i" °n the charts.
combinations, actor's gestures, ^*1 Snow, she has undertaken from 2 - 4 on Sundays. 7 d h„ - , 9 If you wan, ,0 see a 21 year old
setting, etc. The exhibition will ‘ ------------------------sonas since CerT' ̂ lh6 °V0r|jA*^ ,al®n,fd female singer sing, well .
illustrate the creative process CHSR Presents Beetle Special’ " and 9 - 11 at nite. Par, 3 is about awards for two sinales "lt° Takes , ' don f miss her ,his Sunday m the 
from the early scripts, their ^cD , the solo years 1971 - 77. On the Time' and ^nmLih v ballroom at 8:00 o'clock. As she
development into drawings, and CHSR will be hosting a 3 par, special will be included interviews Face". In 1972 and 73 she ° °“r pu,s1 prefer ,0 think of myself
their final transformation into the s,orYon the Beatles. Part one is on and opinions by the Beatles too female ro W°.n be first as a performer and song
film. It will also include still Tuesday, Jan 17 from 11:45 to themselves and events toW that year aTthe Junn ZIZ it* in«erpreter than as a songwriter
photographs from the film, 45 a"d will also be played from no one knows plus all the major released her first alburnw^' ^ ^ music,an- Mostly. | love to
production stills, videotape stud- ’ 'n'»e. Part-one is about hits and trendsetting song! oTthe ~ f'rrtajbumwhgn ,_h, entertain." I
ies and colour videotape extracts ’he'r early years 1960 - 1966. period. This special was created
from the film itself. from M°-45 ' E 13 by Marc Pepin and praduced bj

As well as directing. Ms. ,r°m 45 to 1:43 and 9 - 11 at Kevin Thompson with the heb of 
Wieland was co-producer of the n,,e' ,wo ls about the studio Sue Porter on commentaries Don t
film and was responsible for the y®ars 967'7°I F>or’ ,hree is on miss this elaborate exclusive
story. Drawings, paintings, quilts Thurs- Jan- 19 from 11:45 ,0 1:45
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BEAVERBROOK ART GALLERY Meling Pointer of Bruges 

Thursday, January 19, 1978, 12:30

he
ws,
ada

NOON HOUR FILM PROGRAMME

"THE FLEMISH RENAISSANCE 
SERIES"

p.m.
Beatles special on CHSR.

Admission Free
J
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Example of professional guiforisf
, :~e:».popularity of classical and folk warmth of tZ ZZ ° *',,le consis,ed of more 

guitar has greatly increased in involvement ^ emo,lonal ™sic- As on introduction to
North America, but professional The first half of the Recuerdos De La Alhambra by
classical guitarists are rare in » ® V ,, ,hf Pro9rom Francisco Tarrega, liana Bovd said
comparison to their non-classical from "he Baron mU$iC' ,his Piece has inspired many
counterparts. Liona Boyd is one of fiZnr B ?que ,0 'nodern- The to learn classical guitar This iï 
the few examples of a profession Sor, were surZinal * Fern°nd° *asy f° understand for the work is 
al Canadian classical guitarists Severn! ■ P ®y easy. beautiful, suited to the instrument
She has studied with manv o the f u P'eCe$ were ,ranscribed and romantic.
■world s foremost guitarists, aÎd harpsichord ZaTand °$ S°na,ina by Lennox • Berkeley 

has toured extensively throughout accented nrnflT Z ®' ?" W0S modern and dissdnant. Liona 
North and South America9 and fack of oriaiZ" 7 ^ B°yd $®emed to understand this
Europe. An enthusiastic audience availohle Pk9* 9Ult°r music s,Vle of music and played
filled the Playhouse last Saturdav k = k The Arioso and Prelude assurance. P V
night to hear Liona Boyd in tliis imoro»»—T effe,C,'Ve' while ,he Having just come back from a 
Tear's Walter Baker MemorS Kv aTd w ?'!C,i°nS by D®" ,our Brazil Boyd played with 
Concert. This concert is sponsored the transcription some,h'ng in enthusiasm several Latin Ameri- 
annually by UNB's Creative Arts Cancio HilnnW C°" da"CeS> one °f which was
Committee to honour the late rnml ! c k Hl,?"dera' a written for fier.
|P|MReSpkr B0ker' ° member of the Augustyn BarMos ^sho l Th® Wel1 knovvn P'ece Asturias
V9NB Ph7ynSks Department from mastery of tremolo V 1°°' Albeniz Provided a fine
1955-1970. c . , conclusion to the concert The»

The music presented at the forZo™ °BoydZ Fr Wr'audience's insistent applause 
concert had general audience composer JT Ï Canadian rewarded by an 
appeal, as the selections were evokes the «sen T®* .a"d anonym°us 1 
mostly short and often well Canada bv the °f .no,r,bem called Spanish Romance. 
nown- Liona Boyd showed a good ,h„hm, ond hZol, " ”3 ^ ^

K|ssAlive 2, spitting blood & fire

January 13, 1978

program 
challenging
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By JOHN HELU

Last Saturday n.ght Bn 
Staffer Jeff Irwin becc 
come with boredom an 
to take matters into his c 
(TALENT).

>*
k
\\

%$
V-e

with But before we go any I 
us look at how this 
boredom came abou 
several of the Bruns staf 
gathered around a 
tavern table playing 
games, Jeff obviously 
very bored. Needless to 
games were devised by 
inventive

w

S

/
fl

editor-in-chi 
BUNS. Upon realizing t 
whelming state of borei 
decided to consult t

Y“ was 
encore, an 

sometimespiece
trustworthy inside editi 
this brief consultation Jef 
he would ask the band p< 
that evening - which i 
was BUCKSHOT - if he c 
them as their vocalist f- 
numbers in their 
Needless to say, this 
inside editor

see

2ËB5E EfEE:: E|E5aS
album. This double album is loud album '» their only one worth Chr,Stine Sixteen' and 'Hard Luck 'J.k Shouf if °ut loud" rounds excellent the albumM 9 „W°S
or noisy and is meant to be played revlewm9 f°r the sole reason it Woman' - all hits done with a i ■ k® col?cert and what a song to ly packaged for th excellen,‘
this way. It's hard three Zord con,ams six hits, it's full of energy, hoarser voke and more volume ln,sh it off. Excellent rocker, this market Iks Kiss at ifTh COnSUrper
rock oil the way. Looking at Kiss J * «or superior towards Kiss',fSt Nothing extraordinaire than ,h. ̂  ^ b-r®1^ os a meant an .hn/o you if ^

you would tend to appreciate their 7® °lbum' and 1 9°t it at a stud.o versions. "Shock me" and s n9|e 2 1/2 years later when the wanted to buy a kLZ' l
.r,hr«„d!„,.Ph„mbdo„„ 'one. ”•

EfSilEl J&jnpazs sS£95r
How grotesque! Nice indeed ' I ° ' Wha| on opener. Kids are unless you ve blown a speaker in bad. "Rockin' in the USA ' Kls,slmembers ore all in their 30's

c“,d b*x - Th,r*v“bav- "■

Impressive so far N.ght T.me World' is very catchy, it r- , . Take ,t or leave it.

•fpvrzrzzsi E™Sr' Engl,sh ,nte^iews
tennyToop0;" T wï taTîtoÎ! ddilTenScho^s0''*'Ilf Z*”*

somew 
surprise. But what really 
cookies was at oppre 
10:34 Bruns Star Staffer 
from his seat and pi 
towards the stage, 
happened ! ! !

Œ
1) Baby What a Big Si 
Chicago
2) You're in my Hear 
Stewart
3) Blue Bayou - Linda Ro
4) You Light Up My Life - 
Boone
5) We re all alone - Rita <
6) Slip Slidin’ Away - Pai
7) Your Smiling Face - 
Taylor
8) You make loving 
Fleetwood Mac
9) Calling Occupants - Cai
10) Money, Money, Money 
11 ) Nobody Does It Better 
Simon
12) Come Sail Away - Sty
13) Hey Deanie - Shaun (
14) Thunder In My Hear 
Sayer

and

Hard to come by
In-depth interviews with 

bee PremierQt. , , Levesque, ofl^rok^Rr'A ctad"^' f^cus thoughts of becoming a

elect^ °°y^jbyth®'Quebec tîtabïs ^^^1:"%^

stt'ias S;;ris- Br"i^pnetnc:i,hi0ad "ThPr0HUCerf Lumsden -ys: ^responX. m°d6 ^

attached to Radio Canada Interna* Quebec'"e'llTtion*L5 ,!,?76' At ,he outbreak of the Second 

tional, recorded a casual and high walked into my Office and h® '°ined ,he Bri,ish
Levesqr:hich0n:«Sroi0nproS oP,Tsntmon7o^thin,,e,WO,aPehS ^ ^-rtime expo,

-r- - • — ^Tz£7B
That candid interview forms the Levesque Ï"# ' "^F9. wi,b happened to arrive the'resi^hou^s

basis of a profile of Rene Levesque short 9RC, news Tm ' > ° ^ tH® head *he BHtish
Between “oursZs^Sa^ Z'K/Tma™"9 discounting9" a

7Production f ^ Susan wait^d ^

Lumsden in Montreal. , . ended for print, British general. He did hnwo.,n
From the excited roars of the its casual "nimated^H °dd®d *° °VOil himself the royal suite a't 

elect,on night mob in Montreal's tone. As it Zed out TheN^ H°,el Danie,i- a Mth-century
oredictinUnV!ha»renak,° L®Vesque s Statesman decided thït the . P°laCe reserved for
Qutrrzrzzzin subiec; moff®r was’Ztf,opbrass!

disappear in North America, the dience @ ln,er®St f° ',S au" Af,er the war he freelanced for 
format is simple and straightfor- Edward Fllic™ , ,he CBC. while working
ward. IN contrast to the Glasgow in 1915 y^er amd '0l;rna|;s, in Trieste, Athens
impassioned appeal of Levesque, in in science f om the ll 9 d ®e'9rade’ Bucharest, South Africa
Claude Ryan, editor of the Glasgow he Lent to ltolvVand Y ° CyPrus' ond Israel, where he made
Montreal newspaper, Le Devoir, up with studem Z he first CBC broadcast direct from
lays down a quiet, solid and leaders in Miln k k °iy’mumst there, a Christmas piece about 
intellectually-convincing argument a ptî o a Ïa.sTnaL M Fr0m ' ’̂68 he

for Quebec's future in a renewed Most of them wZ cauaTZ 7 > i!'*™ CBC TV news,
Canadian confederation. Peter executed. Ellison, who fJhad"o ÜSÛ MoÏeZ

Rene
^^mmories, hope, and the

Distant ejays returning 
Soaring far above 
Summoned by my yearning 
Issue of our love;

Hard to keep them company 
Mem'ries aren't of now,
Lost in some eternity 
Meant to make us bow;

Peering at tomorrow 
We watch the chances roll, 
Sorrow soon to borrow 
Or leave our hearts one whole?

How to watch our sun rise 
Or how to watch it set,
How to mind our heart cries 
Now that they have met.

j^^m^/ooc/row Reppert

Service. The

Cane8 £
was

The For Shore is a G 
feature film loosely basée 
life of artist Tom Thomsor 
Wieland, the director, 
series of her drawings to 
whole film sequences, as 
to study camera angles, 
combinations, actor's 
setting, etc. The exhibiti 
illustrate the creative 
from the early scripts 
development into drawing 
their final transformation 
film. It will also inclui 
photographs from the 
production stills, videotap 
ies and colour videotape < 
from the film itself.

As well as directing 
Wieland was co-producer 
film and was responsible 
story. Drawings, paintings
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Edwy Cooke exhibit*ft

l, d
'j

Z. Februory 26. "mê. 'th^Tori “ll’.nJ’oTîh "'Va"9 "" ««nlilirt. Eu.nti.My

Beoverbrook Art Gallery will , ®Ce °f ,he P°Pu,or American still life compositions the J

sr,h* “”ks d ..... ^satp-jrts
Galleries68?96 dWi"iamS Arf ,ion ends 3h‘7^ «ecît'ed medÏval lourt reminiSCent of ° 

Galleries, Concordia University alon9 the Atlantic Coast this year Edwv rv l
Montreal has organized thk which reflect the artist's «ha d r Edwy C °ke was Curator of the

.xhibL “J m"'» ,°,?4 JS °”"*'»

t-S".... îïït r——■ °— '*" -° xxrxî;
.yh°br,d Tt o» -i» prlinoô, ::rL ïx1?* E"“—

exhibition, has begun the survey men chesshnnrd *f by cbeSS" presented in the permanent

Q r- II *,Udenl ”°rkS *» ““h~bi,h H» or,ri»,Z™ GolC 'he 8~V"br°°k Art

i5fh year forfilm society
ENet3# crrr.:normally available in commercial which refers to^the futility of p??°nese army *urviv«>rs in the ruary 17 and 18) is a film ®b" remote Baltic island, are 

theatres by launching a big season World War I. Erich von St oheim TJl''P106* in ,94A The fifth film, by Large Roy Hill S «Th ?°, y en9ulfed by violence, 
of eight English and foreign stars in one of the best films el? ,AI'Qulet on the Western Front " Cassidy" fame) oT thi Not a typical anti-war film, but of

«pisstx?» ,oHo ~
pïïirssæiss. xxxtrtx “-''"I’X1:

arJS E?FFF~ MxEErrB.tsr“rr^“' dlrec,ed * -»» - »»* .««v™ klt ■*-m
gun-running in the Caribbean

ixx tü- p" -LBr ;1= “ t° r-
XXXXZX J.TorE’pLXT "lm6 Wof.kXy'Zn.l.t "=h”- ®6lsP°m*l* inth» youth. For mony

but less satisfactory popular TV ond 4) descr^ bv cST? 3 0 ,amous and popular arranaement d°"d ,GOchers: °< *e school children there this
superb Lch ^ * ** Kae. J, ^W^e ^tfor CanadiaL'nd Am^n ,7* ^ 5y"ph°"y -nee"

**• J~" w°Hd *»• - X ..... b,.

Over 400 young musicians. OrchLtro^ll be^o^icipatin?^ And fT^"* R°lf ^usch^ne? 

members cf seven youth orcf.es- the Banff event for the tMd? ^ f,nanc'°l apport depends 
tras from across Canada including Its 54 members w II be t o m *' pr°vlnce;W,de efforts. Grants 
our New Brunswick Youth with their conductor p!(I C°m? fr°m ,he Provincial govern- 
Orchestra, will meet at the Banff Rodney McLeod Beinn ro,esso'' ment and donations from various 
School of Fine Arts for the orchestra however NOYoT™” °hr9an,za,i°nS' corP<>rations and 
Canadian Festival of Youth parafions are more N° °, pre; *be 9ener°l public. It is sod to note 
Orchestras. nod o i ? 7** ,comPl'cated that only one city government

Not the usual competitive music other orchestras.™ ’ ^ °f fHe |h°f °f Sain’ John' has continuous 
festival, the Canadian Festival of With orchestra momk J , suPPor,ed the orchestra
Youth Orchestras will be instead a tered in Frederick V°,ul?'eer 9rouPs with orchestra

I» i-omlng 6« Monel^ ond SoÜ ^bl Î' 0'9<ml«. ........................
learning experience. Between are a oroblem in .u ’ r.eh ?als ra,s,n9 ventures like
January 25 and February 4 the are confined t^ twoTeekends^ receTnts f^ ^ C°nC6r' 
young orchestra members will be month alternating between stek add to th °m performances als° 
exposed to varied musical ville and Sain, Jo^n The players °dd f° ,he revenue-

internationally known cities^0^^?billed fer^the The,'rip *° Ban,f the big 

conductors from Canada, England, weekend. expenditure for this year Al-
United States and Hungary will During its 13 years of exists ,h°U9h government grants," cor- 
work with each orchestra and the NBYO has not only brounh! p°ra,l1ons and foundations have 
conduct them in concerts. At the together young instrumentalists co",ributed two-thirds of the 

me time, 18 outstanding from across the province but also gen®ral expenses, each orchestra 
Canadian instrumentalists, wefl- has performed in ? . T COVer one"third of its costs
known performers and teachers In throughout New Brunswick ïts I^YO is workin9 hard to raise 

eir respective fields, will work annual concert four has included *9'0.001,° 9e* the orchestra to the
rjlna0. * i0 indiVidU01 °nd only well known chy cetres A °' °f WH ^s-ras. 
sectional sessions. Last year the orchestra gate , V°ne WOn,in9 to contribute

Preparations for the Festival school and adult concerts n Grand fc* COn,ac,: Rolf Duschenes 
have been under way in Banff Falls, Andover and Both in ^hf ^BY°cPresidenh 50 Crown St., Box 
smceearly summer. These north and Sussex, Grand Bay a^d E2L^7'°" C S°inl J°hn' N 8'

Outrageous.
darkest Africa! ^ new ,Kin9. « well as a lifetime ,^0 5™^'°° f''m Canada- ln

membership to the Craig Russell "
Fan Club.
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NBYO to Banff !
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Folk Collective 
makes tracks 

to Mt. A
benefit

.
experiences. 

Five

V::u:

f.

MB
»

F
« te;

X,T»njL7w°llT.'g,4°li
on out and celebrate. It gets under Stephen Peacock. The one 
way at 8:30 at Memorial Hall, and festivals have been a lot of h,n
ooodsUn J?6 b« ho,re baked whaf with the festival and the 
g ods and free coffee for those parties. Anyone who'd like to
who bring their own mug. down for the nigh, is encouraged The real', ■ u

as it is usually an all-nigh, affair Canada n Y 7 GRT of
and there'll be places ta crash “of Brenda uTT®* ,ha’ Paul and 
the weary. Bring any queries you b^license" h°S

have regarding the trip to Mt. A to Bokcssa 1J th ,« Emperor
'o"i9h,‘ “"»•b— St c "L t,own*d

it continues to be a major 
box office attraction in all 
cities.

major
It should also be mentioned that

rush-released the hrst^single from ha?8 d"?6” °f °u,ro9eous 

the soundtrack, entitled "Steo h , ^ 1? ° publishin9 P°ct

StKü;,h* publishing house.

In addition to all this you'll have 
a chance to see the group of 
artists that UNB is sending down 
to Mount Allison university for the

African
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J Chances are oood that 
each time you read 

this newspaper, 
your eue

someumere picks out 
a airtoon

(political or otherwise)

il est à peu près certain
que chaque fois eue 

vohs lisei' ce journal, 
peux rencontrent

cjuelyue part un dessin
humorist loue 

dtirioue

il

f

vos
I

/

-•y"’
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25thThese witty little pictures make us laugh by 

pointing out some common human foible, 
or some flaw in a human institution. Z 

We recognize our collective selves, N 
and smile at what

Sometimes our reactions are light-hearted, / 
sometimes rueful.

p_ j!LP?tlteS •mages sP1n'tuelles nous font rire 
en mettant au point quelque faiblesse humaine commune 

ou quelque vice d'une institution humaine 
x î*ous nous reconnaissons collectivement 

K S et ce 9ue nous voyons nous fait sourire.
r\J Nos réacti°ns sont quelquefois insouciantes, 

' / quelquefois pensives.

* Beginning today, January 
the Fredericton Film Sot 
celebrates a quarter century 
bringing quality movies 
normally available in commet 
theatres by launching a big seo 
of eight English and fort 
language classics for the bare 
price of $6.00. Showings 
Fridays and Saturdays at 8:00 p 

•in Tilley Hall Auditorium, U.f 
Campus. Series tickets 
available at Westminister Boc 
the SUB Information Centre ant 
the door prior to performance

we see.

.1)

But have you 1, 
ever wondered how 
- cartoons 
I came to be? |

JL Mins vous êtes-vous 
jamais demandé 

quels sont les origines 
X de la caricature?

The season's theme is 
peace. It begins with "Ma 
(January 13 and 14), directed 
Robert Altman, starring Don, 
Sutherland, a satire set during 
Korean war which sired the go 
but less satisfactory popular 
series. This is followed by 
superb French director, Je

war t

1

azb t
y o'T>

i Folk Cc 
make

2;
0

to F
COME VISIT THE

NATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE'S 
JANUARY FEATURE:

VENEZ VOIR 
L'ETRENNE DU

CENTRE NATIONAL D'EXPOSITION: T

Incisive J Vit/- Daumier;
Caske Â the 

(Political Cartoon,”
JAMUMlj J~y

Csprit pénétrant ■■ 
Daumier; ta she Sc. 

la caricature politujue”
du j au- y jmioo

ilia

...

On the 13th of Jan. or today, the 
second anniversary of the College 
Hill Folk Collective will be held. 
This is the first one for 78 
on out and celebrate. It gets under 
way at 8:30 at Memorial Hall, and 
as usual there'll be home-baked 
goods and free coffee for those 
who bring their

John Thurston Clark Memorial Building 
(corner of Queen and Carleton Streets) Edifice commémoratif John Thurston u 

(angle des rues Queen et Carleton)
so comeClark

GALLERY HOURS: Monday-Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday

12 noon--4 pm 
12 noon--9 pm 

10 am--5 pm 
2 pm--5 pm

HORAIRE DE LA GALERIE: lundi-jeudi
vendredi
samedi
dimanche

12h00-l6huG 
12hOO-21hOO 
10h00-l7h00 
14h00-17h00

own mug.

In addition to all this you'll have 
a chance to see the group of 
artists that UNB is sending down 
to Mount Allison university for the

I, < 1 . )

The • iz
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Kepros new dean of arts
LegalLitea living 

arns his 
ays at a 
ikes and 
routinely 
ine, sets 
ives into 

18-feet

Peter G. Kepros, 652 Valleyview 
Ct., has been named dean of arts 
at University of New Brunswick, 
Fredericton. His appointment was 
confirmed by the Board of 
Governors on Thursday, Dec. 15, 
and becomes effective Jan. 1.

Dean Kepros has been filling the 
post on an interim basis since 
appointment of former Dean of 
Arts Thomas Condon as vice- 
president (Saint John) in July of 
this year.

Since joining the UNB faculty in 
1965, the new dean has had an 
active career of research and 
teaching in psychology, and 
service to the university. He was 
appointed associate dean of arts 
for the social sciences in Sept., 
1972.

A native of Salt Lake City, Utah, 
Dean Kepros received bachelor's, 
master’s and doctoral degrees 
from the University of Utah. His 
research is in the area of human 
learning, specifically the psycho
logy of thinking, and his work has 
been supported by grants from the 
National Research Council.

In addition to many psychology 
department and university-wide 
committees, Dean Kepros has 
served for several years on the 
University Senate. He has publish
ed in professional journals, given

papers at conventions and committee of the Social Science 
seminars, and supervised a Federation of Canada (formerly 
considerable number of UNB the Social 
master's theses.

Science
Council of Canada.)

Dean Kepros will serve a four 
and a half year term as dean of

Research

He currently serves as vice- 
president and chairman of the 
organization and

Ever wonder sometimes, when you're bombarded with a 
particularly outrageous advertising campaign, if its lawful for a 
company to make such claims? Or been in a situation where 
you're sure your legal rights have been violated, but you're not 
sure under which law, or what to do about it anyway? Or 
questioned some of those endless statements people make about 
what is "legal" or "illegal" conduct In the course of our daily lives?

We hear a lot about the law these days, from the media, from 
people on the street, from our social and political institutions. Bui 
few of us ever known for sure what the law soys, how it works or 
how it can affect our lives. So the myths about the law tend to be 
perpetuated, and those of us who find ourselves in contact with 
the legal system are often surprised and startled to find out just 
what the law says, what It means and how it's been applied

Enter the Corrective Collective - a group of law students who 
will attempt to dispell and correct some of these myths about the 
law, and the legal profession, in a regular weekly column in the 
Brunswickon. Starting next week, the Collective will outline 
specific areas of the law in which the public has shown an interest. 
We hope to provide interesting legal information, of a general 
nature, and steer those with a particular legal problem or 
question in the right direction towards finding a solution. But since 
we are not practising lawyers, only would-be aspirants, we cannot 
provide legal advice, for which you should always consult a 
lawyer.

If you wish to inform us of your ideas, comments or queries, 
please contact us in writing via campus mail at the following 
oddress.The Corrective Collective 
Public Legal Information Service 
UNB Faculty of Law 
Box 4400 
E3B 5A3

membership arts.
urls his 

into a 
rent box 
reathing 
ir. Yara 
>f nails, 
or three

Extension course
Organiz ed L abor

essional 
ieir bills 
around, 
records.

willUNB
resources and its own faculty to 
staff a unique extension course on 
the history and workings of 
organized labor in Canada.

nomic and social problems and 
their implications for labor, and 
the history and public perception 
of organized labor.

The course was planned by a 
committee drawn from the UNB 
faculty of law, the school of 
administration and extension 
department. Also on the planning 
body were labor representatives 
James Dow of IBEW, Douglas 
Homer and Paul Young of CPU, 
and Eileen Panasuk of CUPE.

Registration forms and informa
tion on the program are available 
from the UNB extension office, 
MacLaggan Hall, UNB, P.O. Box 
4400, phone 453-4646. Depending 
on enrolment, there may be space 
for a few non-union members.

tap community

The course begins on Jan. 11, 
and meets from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday evenings for 20 
weeks. The program is designed 
to meet the needs and interests of 
rank and file union members.

erts say 
is now 

echnolo-

Gillette, 
ish and 
lal Pra
ising its 
ed spe- 
ims that 
wildlife 
. 15 or

■ .

No previous schooling is 
required, and the cost for 20 
sessions is $40. Enrolment is 
limited to 20 persons.

Topics will include many aspects 
of the labor movement - union

structure, industrial conflict, arbi
tration, labor legislation,

.

8,
that the 
i's wild 
sn won. 
limais is 
>ecies is 
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rabbits, 
-winged 
igo, but 
arieties 
d large

eco-
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Thank you, you SOB Or drop it off in a special box located on the ground floor of 
Ludlow Hall, just below St Thomas campus.

Then keep your eyes out for next Friday's issue. We'll see you 
there.

\
i
«Dear Editor: suggest that you visit Annex B. over-step yourself and 

They have counselling services for yourself caught. I hope that for 
problems like yours. your own sake you quit while

It is my understanding that I am you're ahead, 
not the only victim of theft from 
the LBG locker rooms. One of Sincerely yours, 
these days you are going to Jon Lees

get

I would like to thank the, 
"Individual" who stole $60.00 out 
of my gym locker on Saturday 
night. Not only will I be eating 
poorly for the next few weeks but 
my hydro bill is going to be very 
hard to meet. I used to have 
enough faith in people's integrity 
to leave my locker unlocked for 2 
minutes to have a shower. I thank

Child Pornographyanimal 
•appear 
î some 
ils, stop 
hunters 
ig lead 

(New-

A.S.A. offers Function At a recent hearing before the pornographers. Obscenity laws 
California Legislature, district he noted, often evoke a freedom 

□ Samples of African dishes attorneys from around the state of speech issue. So he suggested
I Africa crafts and scenery suggested that child pornography that the state beef-up its child

pictures is being prosecuted under the labor laws to protect the younger
There will be a disco too! wmnn Inwc ____ i , .... ... . . , wrong laws. generation from poronographic

We believe strongly tha exploitation. "If we can pass lows
whoever attends he Africa Night According to San Francisco keeping children out of the coal
this Saturday will be completely District Attorney Joseph Freitas, mines," he said, "we can certainly
satisfied. child-abuse statutes would be pass legislation keeping children

There ,s a gate fee of $2m much more effective than obscen- ou, of pornographic films.
Tickets are now on sale at the SUB ity laws in convicting child (Newscript)
Information office. H

iDear Editor:
The African Students Associa

tion at UNB and STU will be 
staging a cultural show tomorrow 
Saturday, January 14, 1978. The 
function will take place in the 
auditorium and cafeteria of 
Marshall D'Avroy Hall starting 7 
p.m. until 1 a.m.

Activities on show
□ A film show from Afirca 
(modern life in Africa)
□ Cultural plays
□ African music played on 
western instruments

you for showing me the light. I 
know now that with creeps like 
you about this isn't possible. I 
don't care how poor you profess to 
be but things are tough till.over.

The money I, and consequently, 
you are spending is the result of 3 
1/2 months work by myself. I 
resent your 'free' ride through 
school at the expense of my 
summers laboring.

If you are not in a financial bind 
and are doing this for kicks' I

Fairfax 
of the 

)ut was 
advisor, 
ys "the 
ore any 
edom of Very truly yours, 

Tony Nasireribe 
A.S.U. President Start off on the right foot!

TUNiVERSITy BOOKSTD

a year 
it paper 
such a 
over an 
i ended 
paper's 
article.
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A “pretty” poem or two B i_i
î »v

V r
Dear Editor: ‘l rwritten in 1971 : and I, more than twice herlands of 

y corn
ant that 
give up 
ma. The 
reed to 
ids and 
s. Now, 
note for 
ted that 
i Marta 
ist are 
tion of

- -*yage,
called on every purple star to help 
me weave fantasies, convinced 
her she was beautiful and 
very close to tears.

Meeting
"Tell me I'm pretty," she said;The following true story was 7

Ucame
o y

Tsk Tsk! 

Aw Come 

On Maurice

Answers to 

Crossword
I'll soon give, Time Out an 

excerpt from "A conversation with 
Irving Layton" — Chapter 5 of 
"Prelude and Fugue", but must 
point out that it's strictly for 
"mature" readers. (The talk took 
place in 1954 and I 
many U.N.B. girls know, a very 
moral person.)

71.

c s I i D S0 C
A Ti 0JJ H D E 0

SlHlElLlLl L LS T A Rj E am now, as It's the beginning of a new semester ... This time you're 
going to do it right. This time it's a 4.0, or maybe a 3.5. This time 
you'll keep up with the readings.

And the way to keep up is to buy your own textbooks. 
They're always there when you need them, not just when a 
friend or the library can loan them to you.

nanE R R 0 U T A EL
T A iinis;LBLfl r jo ID IE To the Editor and Staff:id army 

•grower 
Marta 

lent in 
toward 
m. The 
leclined 
lelicop- 
lent for 
vseript)

BiinnnH liMurana
I3BÜ lilEHHB HEinati 
CUBE KISHEKIl HEiraU 
KH1EBE HOBI3B 3GI(a

Please note that I cannot be 
associated with the Brunswickan 
while Mr. J. Trifts remains a 
member of the Staff.

Sincerely, 
Maurice Spiro

IGlRtO P E DPBS[E|vTe R F 
. . A F A RMRIElP U T Ë 

F E A rIBb U MELD E N 
ARRAY H 0 RlElS E N S 
DANTE 0 LÔjRf S.Ç.ÜIM 
SLOES R 0 TTFj TEE

S

Rely on your textbooks
University Book Store

T Maurice Spiro 
6/1/78

P.S. All incidents and conversa
tions in "Prelude and Fugue" are 
factual. M.S.
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would you believe Kepros• • • • • • •
In this post-Watergate era, 

when politicians walk softly 
around any nook or cranny that 
even hints of possible corruption, 
it's no wonder that Congressman 
Cecil Heftel from Hawaii asked the 
Federal Election Commission if it 
was OK to pass out some 500 cans 
of Macadamia nuts to the rest of 
Congress.

The commission assured Heftel 
that his nuts are not considered to 
be political contributions, and so 
would not have to be reported os 
such. And then they referred him 
to the House Ethics Committee, in 
case that august body was 
worried.

Heftel discovered that the Ethics 
Committee had decided that it's 
alright if members want to 
introduce their colleagues to 
products from their home state. 
Thus, congressmen from Idaho can 
hand out all the potatoes they 
desire, congressmen from Wiscon
sin can.be free with their cheese - 
and congressman Heftel can pass 
the nuts. (Newscript)

Are the days of the bounty points, while any child who 
hunter returning? Ecologically belonged to a motorcycle gang 
speaking maybe so. was immediately rewarded with a

Three Pennsylvanians recently minus eight on the terrorist 
received $3,333.00 (dollars) a- potential scale. (Newscript) 
piece by presenting the Federal 
government with evidence that 
four Pittsburg industries were 
polluting local, waters.

The $3,000 (dollars)

huge canals on Mars were created repti|es A Mr Ceric roufine, 
eons ago by mass.ve flooding on douses himself wjfh ,. *
the now dry planet. The only other himself on fire ond fhen dive$ 
place ,n the solar system known to a shallow , of waf 
have experienced floods of the below 
same scale is eastern Washington. Mansieur Cou(joux cuf|$

Geo og.sts report the floodmg six-foot-three-inch frame into a
h ? tCS6nnn P°S,"Ce"a9e two-by-three-foot transparent box

about 15,000 years ago. An ,ce for long periods of time breathing 
dam ,n nearby Montana gave way only four times Qn hour 9 
releasing the equivalent of half of Malfa lies on „ bed of ,,
Lake Michigan to roar across the broken glass and sabers for three 
eastern half of the state.
(Newscript)

Peter G. Kepros, 652 Valleyview 
Ct., has been named dean of arts 
at University of New Brunswick, 
Fredericton. His appointment 
confirmed by the Board of 
Governors on Thursday, Dec. 15, 
and becomes effective Jan. 1.

Dean Kepros has been filling the 
post on an interim basis since 
appointment of former Dean of 
Arts Thomas Condon os vice- 
president (Saint John) in July of 
this year.

Since joining the UNB faculty in 
1965, the new dean has had an 
active career of research and 
teaching in psychology, and 
service to the university. He was 
appointed associate dean of arts 
for the social sciences in Sept., 
1972.

A native of Salt Lake City, Utah, 
Dean Kepros received bachelor's, 
master’s and doctoral degrees 
from the University of Utah. His 
research is in the area of human 
learning, specifically the psycho
logy of thinking, and his work has 
been supported by grants from the 
National Research Council.

In addition to many psychology 
department and university-wide 
committees, Dean Kepros has 
served for several years on the 
University Senate. He has publish
ed in professional journals, given

•••••••••••••• was

In Bonneville, California, the 
local folk still talk an ancient 
patois (PRON( pa-TWA) which has 
kept the "brightlighters" (city 
dwellers) scratching their heads 
since the 1800's. A city slicker 
might just call it "talkin' trash," but 
the oldsters ("codgies") in 
Booneville say they're just "harpin 
Boontlin".

The isolation of the town 
through much of the 20th century 
is responsible for keeping the 
ancient dialect intact -- all 1200 
words of it. And indications ore

was
awarded through a bounty clause 
in the Federal Rivers and Harbors 
Act of 1899. Under this clause, 
anyone who con prove an industry 
is polluting natural waterways and 
has the patience to withstand 
lengthy court battles, will receive 
50 percent of the total fines 
levied. (Newscript)

days.
All these men are professional 

record-setters who pay their bills 
by traveling the world around, 
setting -- what else - records 
(NDS)

A growing number of injuries 
and lawsuits have forced the
American soft-drink industry to set Animal protection experts say 
new voluntary standards for the that American wildlife is now 
manufacture and bottling of soda holding its own against technolo

gical progress.
According to James Gillette, 

125,000 director of the U.S. Fish and 
injured by Wildlife Service’s Mammal Rro- 

exploding soda pop bottles last gram, "Nature is not losing its 
year. And many of those injuries vitality," while endangered spe- 
resulted in stitches, hospitalize- cies expert Paul Opler claims that 
tion, and even the loss of an eye. "there is probably more wildlife 

Consequently, the industry has (in the U.S.) today than ... 15 or 
instituted

that it is still growing in the 70's.
Since terrorism is currently the So in Booneville, if you've 

hottest topic of concern in West eyeballed everything looking for a
Germany, the _ West German good cup of coffee -- you haven't.
Newspaper “Bild Zeitung" recently You've eebled heelch looking for a 
published a psychological évalua- bal horn of zeebe. (Newscript) 
tion test that worried parents 
could take to see if their off-spring 
might one day end up on the ten 
most wanted list.

<

pop.
The New York Times reports 

that an estimated 
Americans were

Yes, the devil did make him do 
it. In fact, the devil caused him so 

To take the test, parents simply much misery that a Pennsylvania 
answered a series of questions 
about their youngsters' personal
habits and family life. And The man wanted to sue Satan 
according to the newspaper, for vio|ating his Constitutional 
children scoring more than 50 Rights, charging the evil-doer with 
points are likely to be infected making "unwarranted threats" 
with terrorist ideas, (and may against him and with deliberately 
theoretically) commit violent 
acts."

An Italian candy company is 
changing its recipe for a rum and 
chocolate-covered minicake be
cause some California lawmakers 
were worried that youngsters 
were getting legally loaded by 
wolfing down three of four of the 
potent sweets.

The active ingredient in the 
Bobarum cake is 80 and 90-proof 
rum, and its ads featured a 
pouring rum bottle. Reports began 
to surface that some kids were 
getting loaded on the cokes. This 
prompted the executive director 
of the National Council on 
Alcoholism to call the cakes "a 
sugar-coated invitation to teen
age alcoholism."

So a new California state law 
reduces the amount of rum to just 
two percent, instead of six 
percent, meaning you have to eat 
three times as many to get drunk. 
(Newscript)

man decided to haul Satan into 
court.

new standards 
govern the amount of

to 20 years ago."
pressure But the experts admit that the 

and temperature change that pop battle to save America's wild 
bottles must withstand. animals has not yet been won

The industry has also come out Although the number of animals is 
with safety guidlines for soft drink growing, the number of species is 
consumers. They suggest that you dropping annually. For example 
store your soft drinks in a cool there are now more rabbits' 
place before refrigerating them, ground squirrels and red-winged 
and then put the bottles on the blackbirds than 20 years ago but 
lowest shelf in the refrigerator, there are also far fewer varieties 
Also, avoid jostling the bottles and of bear, birds of prey and large 
always direct the cap away from grazing animals, 
your face when opening a bottle. And the experts say that animal 

Anyone who experiences a species will continue to disappear 
spontaneously exploding soft unless farmers set aside 
drink bottle is asked to call toll

Thanplacing "obstacles in his path and 
causing his downfall".

Unfortunately the 50 points A federal judge denied the 
didnt seem hard to come by. A motion, saying he doubted relief 
yes ' answer to "Does your child could be granted by the court. He 

have a weak father?" counted for added that the address of Satan 
10 points, and a- domineering was not known, therefore he could 
mother was worth 15 points.
"Sensitive" children rated

Dear Editor:

I would like to thank the, 
"Individual" who stole $60.00 out 
of my gym locker on Saturday 
night. Not only will I be eating 
poorly for the next few weeks but 
my hydro bill is going to be very 
hard to meet. I used to have 
enough faith in people's integrity 
to leave my locker unlocked for 2 
minutes to have a shower. I thank 
you for showing me the light. I 
know now that with creeps like 
you about this isn't possible. I 
don't care how poor you profess to 
be but things are tough till.over.

The money I, and consequently, 
you are spending is the result of 3 
1/2 months work by myself. I 
resent your 'free' ride through 
school at the expense of my 
summers laboring.

If you are not in a financial bind 
and are doing this for kicks' I

not be served with legal papers, 
<>n and that in no case in legal history 

additional eight points, while kids has Satan appeared in court when 
who preferred to ask "difficult"
questions rather than just being The judge might have wondered 
happy" got another six points. jus, -what in ,he devil got into the 

But if the child was given to man" who thought the court might 
reading moralistic fairy tales, really consider his case and give 
parents could subtract eight ,he devil his due. (Newscript)

sued as a defendant.
some

free (800) 492-2937 and report using toxic pesticides and^untZs 

the incident to the Consumer are prohibited from using lead 
Product Safety Commission. (New- pellets in their shotguns (New- 
scr'Pf) script)

D.cXtü. 1rm: :r^rh°°11 wh-,h* «*
high school newspapers in that 
area has set off a censorship

A Preaching Mission 

for All People

High School in suburban Fairfax 
n . County the student staff of the

n y one D.C. area school paper paper had accepted it, but was 
agree o carry the ad. At Langley overruled by a faculty advisor.

Editor Lauren Simon says "the 
issue is not the gay bookstore any 
more. The issue now is freedom of 
the press and censorship."

It's the second time in a

row

7/

year
that Langley High's student paper 
has been embroiled in such o 
dispute. The first time was over an 
aritcle on birth control, and ended 
with a court upholding the paper's 
right to publish, the article. 
(Newscript)

PIZZERIA
CALL FOR

A “prêtFAST
SERVICE

AND Dear Editor:Indian tribes in the highlands of 
Colombia are reportedly com
plaining to the government that 
they are being forced to give up 
land to growers of marijuana. The 
tribes were long ago forced to 
give up fertile valley lands and 
retreat to the mountains. Now, 
because of the perfect climate for 
growing dope, it is estimated that 
7,500 acres of the Santa Marta 
mountains national forest are 
already used for cultivation of 
cannabis.

The Colombian police and army 
are considering major anti-grower 
campaigns in the Santa Marta 
area, but recent sentiment in 
Bogota, the capitol, tends toward 
some form of legalization. The 
government has already declined 
to accept herbicides and helicop
ters from the U.S. government for 
a spraying campaign. (Newscript)

% DELIVERY1/y The following true story was! 455-4020 \
3

Professor James Forbes

Union Theological Seminary 
Netu York

Answers to 

Crossword
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BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER
LUNA PIZZA & BEVERAGE ROOM

203 Restigouche

Live Entertainment 
Wednesday- Saturday Evenings

Saturday Matinee 2.00 - 5.00p.m.
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Polar Research
-us tooFRIDAY, JANUARY 13

WRESTLING: St. FX open. Also Jan. 14
yï°M|N'S VOLLEYBALL: UNB invitational.

SWIMMING AND DIVING: Moncton at UNB 
MEN’S BASKETBALL: UNB at Three Rivers ’
HOCKEY: UNB at SMU, 7:30 p.m.
PUBLIC SKATING: Aitken Centre, 9:30 - 10:30 p.m.
FOLK COLLECTIVE COFFEE HOUSE: Memorial Hall 
home-baked munchies and free coffee - bring your 
UNB CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MEETING: Toole Hall 
Doug Patstone 7:30 p.m.
UNB SKI CLUB BASH: 8:00 STUD all booze 3 for a dollar.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 14

SWIMMING AND DIVING: Mt. A at UNB
HOCKEY : UNB at Acadia, 2 p.m. V
PUBLIC SKATING: Aitken Centre, 4:30 - 5:30 p.m
H0CKFYARK|WALL: Lanr! tournament- 7 P-m. Also Jan. 15.
[JOCKEY: Red Wings vs PEI; Aitken Centre, 7 p.m.
UNB FILM SOCIETY: MASH by series tickets or pay at door. Both Jan 13 and 14.

9-44aCmRœIt$5^mEInrî)dfSHIP: Retreat at Mactacluac' Meet back of SUB at
you there $5'°°Includes meals’ transportation, sleighride and fellowship. See

,IMR . . North, rather than commute for
NB is one of 25 institutions the summer field season. It will

tTon orConyH°rmMd fKe Ass0cia' also «"«urage the Canadian and 
tion of Canadian Universities for
Northern Studies, and biology 
professor Ross Wein heads one of 
the association's major 
tees.

Dr. Wein is

Also Jan. 14.
7 p.m. 
7 p.m.

international exchange of scholars 
with northern research interests, 
and the increased utilization of 

commit- university resources relating to 
the North.

8:30 p.m. Good 
own mug!
Rm 304. Guest speaker!

music,

a veteran of many 
summers in the North studying the 
impact of development 
ecosystems. He has investigated 
the effect of fires

Although UNB's involvement in 
the field has been limited, it has 
been noteworthy. Biologist Jack 

on vegetation, Terhune is engaged in the study of 
and three graduate students and se°k and Norman Radforth, now 
one technician have participated retired from the biology depart-
in his research during recent aient, did more research on
ye°rs' Northern muskeg than any other

He is enthusiastic about the Canadian, Dr. Wein pointed 
prospects of advancing northern Angus Hamilton, chairman of the 
studies and research through the surveying engineering depart- 
association's many-faceted pro- ment. contributed to the mapping
gram. The association envisages °f Northern areas, and several
itself as a catalyst and clearing °,her faculty have worked for
house-opening lines of communi- short periods in the North,
cation among government agen- As an indication of student 

industry and scientists interest in Canada s North, Dr.
around the world, and making the Wein reports that he offers a
results of research available to graduate level course in arctic
Northern residents. systems which is always well-

Dr. Wein chairs the committee attended, 
on Northern education. It's goal is 
improvement of opportunities for 
Northern students to receive 
university level education, in the 
North if possible, and at 
institutions to the south where 
necessary.

Though it s doubtless

on arctic

out.

1

cies,

SUNDAY, JANUARY 15

un^’S^ASKETBALL: SMU at UNB, 1 p.m. 
x^xiKoEI:.o!lavies vs Bathurst= Aitken Centre, 2 p.m.
rnNrSFRTS<?hE1lBAcLvkLava1’ Trent’ Fort Kent’ UNB 
CONCERT: Shirley Elkhart; SUB Ballroom,

The university's participation in 
the northern studies association 
will not only help faculty keep 
abreast of development in their 
fields. It will also provide an 
avenue for stimulation of student 
interest in the arctic. Dr. Wein 
said, through publishing informa 
tion and promoting opportunities 
for summer and full-time research 
posts for

at Quebec City, 3 p.m.
8 p.m.

MONDAY, JANUARY 16

NURSING SOCIETY DINNER: SUB, Rm. 201 6 n.m 
PUBLIC SKATING: Aitken Centre, 9 - 10:30 p m
WïNTER CARNIVAL MEETING: 7:00 p.m. Rm. b SUB. Important meeting -
PUBLIC! FrTTaTRFn?9nm °n the Part of ALL Garni members.
Pp<^it r,LfnJVhE ri u"1:30 Edmond Casey Hall Auditorium,

Politics and the Church in the Phillipines”.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 17

C™’h to ti^himp^".1:3° Rm 26 SUB Fr' ,im McGuire "Politics and the

COLLEGE HILL FOLK COLLECTIVE MEETING: SUB Rm. 
p.m. All interested people welcome.
PRE-MED CLUB MEETING: SUB Rm 203 7:30 p.m.
WORD - BIBLE STUDY, PRAYER, DISCUSSION TV Rm. (116) SUB 8:30

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18 

wfflTsh^wT "wekU„me03 ^ ' M° SMe sets NAPA and students

THURSDAY, JANUARY 19

a long
time in the future, Dr. Wein's 
committee has its. eye on a
University of the North," an 

organization providing for teach
ing, research

Canadian science
students.

scholarly The association 
necessarily

and is presently
supported through membership 

campus fees for participating universities
. . s°ys that ond a grant from the Canadian

northern institutes have been Donner Foundation. UNB and
developed in the Soviet Union with Memorial University St John s 
impressive success. NfId..

The association will push for 
greater use of

Fr. Jim McGuire activity, but 
involving the traditional 
physical plant. He

not
»

are the only Atlantic 
universities which have joined the 
association to date.young Native r,

6 (beside the Cafeteria) 7 B4

Join the Bruns- 9:15 a.m.

We’re nice
(if we say so ourselves)

HOPE - PRAYER, DISCUSSION, DEVOTIONAL TV rm fi 161 mm ft.™ 0.1 * 
Stoatof"S™ SUB,R” 103 DimitV Hammon-Demma. Local
Slrateg, wnilpeal^ToL 8’0nal C°mmi,tee' C°mmUnit* *"*■*"»'

Make the Good times 
Right with

Pizza Delight
US Medicare!cause death
A 27-year-old woman is dead as conducted by the Center 1er *■ 

a resu t of the recent cut-off for Disease Control in Adanta The aT*'
federal abortion funds. The Center has surveyed 19 hosoitok mn d°C,0r who treated
woman, a Medicaid recipient, in the United States. To date ' cuttino oHM ^
tried to obtain on abortion in a these hospitals reported abortion nnin ? , Mec*lcar<f money is 
Texas hospital. She was told that related illness. Many have been WhaTs h ^ de,riment°l-
Medicard funded abortions were attributed to the new Medicard isolfnnfPP?"ed here’' he °dded, 
no longer available since federal policy forcing women into illegal H ovir9|h° haPF>en fverywhere - 
money was cut off August 4. Faced 9 ,he counfry. (Newscript)
with a $250-(dollar) fee for a P" “1 
stateside abortion, she crossed I
into Mexico for an illegal abortion ■ T ^ L»___ 1
costing $40 (dollars). The woman | J OilHIlV I i Bfi h 
was later admitted to a McAllen, I J
Texas hospital, suffering from ■
anemia, jaundice and a- virulent Z • g
“rL*""0"'shediedwi,h,nI is a pay toilet

An investigation into abortion- ■ 
related deaths and illness is being e

2 Locations 
to serve youPizza

Delight 254 King St. 
455-5206

v

I orj ^Come in to our new restaurant 
on Smythe and Prospect 

454-9694I
■
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THE OUTCASTS
by Ben Wicks WRESTLING: St. FX 

MEN’S AND WOMI 
SWIMMING AND D 
MEN’S BASKETBAL 
HOCKEY: UNB at S 
PUBLIC SKATING: 1 
FOLK COLLECTIVE 
horne-baked munchii 
UNB CHRISTIAN FE 
Doug Patstone 7:30 
UNB SKI CLUB BAS

' I'll. 
A6K 

GEM \
Ft7R

ZvrV^vV— vVhat 
cTj heap ache 3 What's > 

>6>up.
Problem,
v K.t>? ^

n ?1:1
byKCs

\ A L IKJ.«

V A ^3
curb

$|- 1 >1

T-A (Sns
SWIMMING AND D1 
HOCKEY: UNB at A. 
PUBLIC SKATING: A 
MEN’S BASKETBAL] 
HOCKEY: Red Wing* 
UNB FILM SOCIETY:

H
J<

YOU RE NUT$? THERE AIN'T NO 
6UOA THIN4 A4 A DAILY MOLE 
THAT KEEP‘S A 4£HEDWLE

J-IKEATRAIN? "

DIÛ Did 1 
Dlû 

ROOTY
_ ©?°root« _

v'£
//

UNB CHRISTIAN FEL 
9:44 a.m. cost $5.00 In 
you there.

!

«*
J|l| O WOMEN’S BASKETS 

HOCKEY : Chevies vs 
MEN’S BASKETBALL 
CONCERT: Shirley Ei

ACROSS 50 Felt one's 
way

52 Stern 
54 At a 

distance 
56 Good

1 Money 
outlay 

5 Wine area 
9 Lab. 

chemicals
14 Writer:

15 Plant in soil 62 Informal
16 Calgary t®1™ of

mSSS
license, 
maybe: 
Informal 

65 Finery 
67 "That 

makes —

YOU MUÏT HAVE 
MADE HIM MAD! Answers

names 
59 Terror

b$8BsDid y
ROCTV

fM o R°9T
KJ° cZéS&m

.•o** ■.

NURSING SOCIETY I 
PUBLIC SKATING: Ai 
WINTER CARNIVAL 
requires full attendai 
PUBLIC LECTURE: 12: 
“Politics and the Chu

V
W

on pg 18 \
eg

17 Pyrotechnic 
device: 2 
words

19 Omen of 
sorrow

20 ------ Flynn
21 Obstacle
23 Piece of 

gossip
24 Keeps in

custody
27 Salon and 

drove
29 Soaks
31 Field event
35 Fleshy
37 Irritates
39 Kitchen 

appliance
40 Andy's 

partner
42 Below 

Poetic
44 Crested 

duck

ARE you AWARE 
THATTHIS BANK 

IS EQUIPPED 
WITH TELEVISION (—-V CAMERAS?

±/r * r
70 Italian poet
71 Cyg
72 Riffraff
73 Plumlike 

fruits
74 Set system
75 Letters

«U-Slftv vvsss* nus PUBLIC LECTURE: 12 
Church in the Phillipi 
COLLEGE HILL FOLK ( 
p.m. All interested pe 
PRE-MED CLUB MEE1 
WORD - BIBLE STUD

WHY ELSE 
WOULD I HAVE
DRESSEDV up?

11 Notion
12 Secluded 

valley
13 Filet of —
18 More

sneaky 
22 Br. wool 

weight
25 Gas
26 Espionage 51 Flounder

agents 53 Most uncivil
28 Negation: 55 Hearsay

Prefix 57 Follow
30 Narrow 58 Slender

strips stalks
32 Ability 59 Temporary
33 Part of the crazes

60 Epochal
61 It.river 
63 Large knife 
66 Agree to
68 "Hooey!"
69 Sooner than

weapon 
36 Turk, title 
38 Guide a 

vessel 
41 Disunite 
43 Own 
46 Ump 
48 Military 

caps

the outcasts DOWNry 1 Surveyed 
pre-crime

2 Eccentric
3 Gets under 

way: 3 
words

4 Part of the 
body

5 Mountain —
6 Behold 

45 African river 7 Notify

Frcuëiej

CAMERA CLUB MEET! 
will be shown. Allj rv f '-rr/ 75s,

an

eye
47 Sirloin, e g. 
49 Gold 

miner's 
utensil

8 Indolent one
9 Biblical 

vessel
10 Struggles

34 Made with 
needle and 
thread

35 Snake’s

HOPE - PRAYER, DIS' 
UNB WOMEN’S ORG to. 
coordinator of the Fr 
Strategy will speak. A

'G
AtI.

T 7 3 4 5 6 7 1 9 toB it 12 IT
141.4/1 LqItss is 16 US Med17MVp&VTlôT 15

AMA6IÇIAN. HE
madea HOLE

disappear
FROM MV' TOom 
AND REAPPEAR' 
INMY WALLET

19

by Ben Wicks TT JT

A 27-year-old woman is deac 
a result of the recent cut-off 
federal abortion funds.

a Medicaid recipie 
tried to obtain an abortion ir 
Texas hospital. She was told tl 
Medicard funded abortions w< 
no longer available since fede 
money was cut off August 4. Fac 
with a $250-(dollar) fee for 
stateside abortion, she 
into Mexico for an illegal aborti 
costing $40 (dollars). The 
was later admitted to a McAlle 
Texas hospital, suffering frc 
anemia, jaundice and o virule 
blood infection. She died with 
the week.

An investigation into abortio 
related deaths and illness is beii

25

29
X HAVE. A 

TCRAiSlE pear 
Torn <s 

irATc? a >
human ( /

31 113
woman,

36 37 3* 39

V 41 42 41 44

4l 47 7741

51 52 53C |----------- 5?

S» M 61 Hp'

75-------------------------------grr

”1" ^

cross56 57
o5°c

63 worn64

'IV 68 6'V e-1 Azzz tesx •

72v/.'ckh
75
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Bloomers blast Halifax,Gee Gees romp over Raiderse a
a/s

The old saying goes that you win 
some and you lose some. It 
couldn't be more true of the UNB 
basketball teams as

92<76°U9^1 ^,,aW° Universi,y slote Bloomers.
UNB won a berth into the tu- „ , .. . overall team effort to run down

women s final by beating the was somewhTToT ZupTZs BbomÏ^d d A$ T”'' ,Ke 
Pantherettes 78-19 in what might Midtown sluggishly loped its wav ,h!T ,u C°me °l,ve un,il
be termed a less than exciting past Bishop's 60-54. Neither team qT -T16" ,hey
contest. The Bloomers outclassed aooeored to he in u , hghtened up their defense and
UPEt in every category. Th,y I,*, K f="d 

b, M,,^ w«P 18 points and plop, „p Z JoZ Ü foTolt.^p ^

Claire Milton and Potty Shepard rebound-.' al "tlmeT’lh 4 °n IT0,' °* ,he 9°me ond while
were bolh named ,p lh. three UNB player, gra.pL,””! InZoull! '“d Men e linol „a, on. al .he
tournament All Star team hal, „i,h nor a P-’nlhaU JT » «J

Bi,h.p , Gal..,, me,UNB in Ihe reeledIn" <"'*d

™mpei“whlle Onawa „Ts,* ZTJt°' V" ^
ok' , ' , ST' h9ht o' the game was the play ofoseph,B,shops, whoare leading St. Josephs guard Kevin Doyon

handL?ueNRC uT A!,nCe e0sMy who hif we" from the outside ond 

St Josenh ? ° 9°Ve made several fast breaks that left
St Josephs some tense moments defenders dead in their tracks
wherT h5’ m'hU,lrS/!l,Heir 9°me Doyo" was chosen as tournament 

7y 7h"led d°Wn an'B MVP by the coaches of the four 
point lead to our points. The men's teams.
Monks held on for a 76-72 win.

St. Josephs College of North 
... one ,ook f°P Windham, Maine beat Bishop's 

honors and the other ended up in University 92-78 to take the men's 
the cellar in last weekend's New crown, while the Bishop's women's 
Brunswick Holiday Classic Basket- team handily took on the UPEI 
ball tournament held here in the 
Main Gym. The Bloomers 
their final against the Halifax 
Midtown club. 68-54 while the 
Raiders lost the consolation final

9 a
JUS
fn7
•e I
ms

Panterettes to win the consola
tion. were ablewon

ling
set.
I. If
>/or

some

06

! 1
• i

n. I The men's consolation provide Jovce sn™ u
un= wi,h hopep„, ,he „iT;rSisls rCV ,he

IlES Raiders played a fairly good go 
■"l and while they allowed them- 

j selves to fall behind by 14 points 
j ear|y in the first half, they picked 
I up the pieces and played a 

reasonably respectable

ek.
■es. . . ' team

looked stronger than before the 
break but that they did not play as 
well as they could have. She was 
also surprised that Halifax beat 
Midtown Bishop's as they had 
proved a formidable 
when the Bloomers 
earlier this

memm *m
ii

i
i ’

9xxme
ii aetbai game.

Homegrowns Luigi Florean and
____  Tim Howatt led the attack and
I showed those present the type of

talent that is available in this

opponent 
met them 

year The Bloomers 
that contest by seven points.

j. ; V::.

wonS3»Ï.--& J** area.
Ottawa controlled rebounds at and A ^ Da'housie

both ends of the court with Steve obsfn'Y ^ lu o? b,g9ost 
Huck picking the ball off the for th! 7 h° °Ter$ que'’'
backboard like a cherry; and their that ^oîho^T J" ® Sh® S°H 
defense Lent oZ a 1 ,hot Dalhousie had some qood
establishing an effectif ins7d7 f0'6,"’ , Wh'le Ac.adia PlaVetl a
game. Ottawa had something £ tlTT* 'Ta °' 9°me ‘n which 
UNB team didn’t - effective ’hey attempted to slow the ploy
outside shooting. UNB was gating Bloom^s "" ^ C'°Ck ^ The 

open for the outside shots but shot 
with a

*•- ■

/

Water works
SiS EHEEBBz:u lT ™dual meefs a9=inst against Acadia and Laval. The added to the team's spirit turnovers which the Raiders just

. de Moncton on Friday and Mt. competition will be stiff especially UNB's diving team has been could not convert into points The

women team will be hot for women s team was the winner of Competition is not reallv tL.nh emPloyin9 a fast break with court
trhe7rndeef!arnrr, hA"d0n TV ^ ^UAA °nd CW'C,AU Cham- here" in the Zri, me ' SS '°n9 passes *ho* hit open men in 
their defeat at the hands of the p.onships in '77. "We re looking places the responsibl e of ^tt'n ,he key- Final
Mountie womens team before for our swimmers to qualify now psyched on" each L9? ? of Ottawa.
Christmas. The following weekend for ClAU's so that there will Z Emnh!l ( / , mdlv,ldual-

nxz.'".n. u
new year will be on Friday, It was mentioned before that The actual m.tcnm» ,f *u 
January 27 at Acadia where team numbers had greatly four months' traininn 11 l.6
Memorial University of Newfound- decreased in pre-season trainina in the n » ^,WI be  
land will also be competing. The from Oct. to Dec Assistant cZh lortLll 7*7
following day UNB will compete Gail Reynolds has now set up a B UNBH 0"d Mermo,ds of

with MUN and Dal at Centennial team for those swimmers who 
Pool in Halifax. February 4 the need a lighter training program 
swimming and diving teams will due to injuries or heavy course 
be travelling to University of Laval loads. This team is designed to 
in Quebec City for a dual meet. accomodate those who have 

Four weekends of competition shoulder problems, etc or who 
in a row makes for a very find it difficult to make it to 
strenuous program. Organization practice every day because of 
of training programs and work- course work. The schedule 
outs per week is essential so that consists of three approximately 
each swimmer and diver does not three hour training sessions 
burn him or herself oui before the (including land training) on 
more important AUAA Champion- Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fri- 
ships (Feb. 16-18 at Dal) and the days (when there is no meet)
CW-CIAU Championships (March Through this program the coaches 
3-5 at Western University).

'

t
a running game.use

very low percentage.
In the latter half of the fourth

Slipp also said that the fans this 
year have been À,ng a 

ssible 
lange 
litical 
, and

very good and 
appear to be better educa'ed than 
last year. She indicated that sbe 
wished the Bloomers tad 
games to provide the fans with 
more excitement.

"loser

not
tame 
quire 
mder 
to as

This weekend, the Bloomers 
92-76 in favor meet the Belles of St. Mary s at the

The Bloomer, showed why they >M
“ currently in first place in their week, they 

conference, as they used a qood here at 6:00

score

the Next
meet Mount Alison 
p.m. Wednesday.

are

node 
all is 
>usly 
ease UNB Fifthpast

met

in CAN-AM
Changen 8 A contingent of seven UNB Dalhousie university was a good 

CAN-AM experience for the newly formed 
~ , . race "i Amqui UNB team.

wé™ 72 w0rpe""? Th* •tort.d d,, landDixon w J 7 W °n' Gre9 training in October. Gary Brown
Chrxnn T? 7™' and Pe,er has ™w -aken over as tlZ 
Chrzanowski for the men. For the coordinator and

Barb continue

V skiers attended a
t e am intercollegiate ski rac

names?E3B

training will 
at Crabbe Mountain

women Ann
Armstrong and Jud’ith Durance 
competed. T. . ... ,

Even if you are not involved with There were einh. • ... me team will be racing on the
intercollegiate sport'on the UNB from Canada and °th'e^uV th!7r ®r„UtnSWick ,CUp circuit wi,h 
campus, you are most surelv comoetina in thQ # a U'S' t.heir first race January 21-22 at 
aware that there is some pressure The comoetition a°Y eVenf, Crabbe Mountain. UNB will host 
from various groups to change the by former nationo|Wf°S omin°,ed an AUAA invitational meet during 
team names to one that would be from both countries^oTiTZ5 February and
uniform while being unique and for the UNB tenm P ,7^ '^ll1 Wlnd UP ,he season with a Con 
representative o, b^th oL male Wils^ G^eg i a7d Zn fnTaZ " ^ ^ ^ ^ 

and female teams. However, Boghall. In overall team standings
making this change involves the UNB team finished fifth NOTE soer nl ik l
breaking away from a tradition The meet consisted of two Pr^vt 7 ,Pt 7°nks 90 to 
that gives UNB its own identity downhills two aiant =lnl * j d®nt John Anderson. Simp-
that is to say. that we are one of ^slalom A lock , ^ Medi^k« Harvey
the few Canadian universities Zh Gaspl 77d extremT '7! ! Jowne -5

a different name for each team weather homnor A Y CO,d , a ks chevrolet. The formation of 
On ,h„ on, hand, thi, l«, ”o„, Th, Z« . TÎ' * "°"'d been

Bagnall,
By DIANE POTVIN

every weekend.

jgh
run h°Pe to add some desperately 

The swim camp held over the needed depth to the UNB team 
Christmas holidays was a success Anyone who feels they may 
for the participants. The aim of the be able to fit swim training into 
camp was to get in some long, their schedule is asked to contact 
hard endurance training so that coaches Barry Roberts or Gail 
the swimmers could be ready for Reynolds in the Rhys. Ed Dept 
the upcoming '78 season. The first Coach Roberts feels optimistic 
practice of the camp was the most about the upcoming season. Team 
difficult but all the swimmers morale has picked up over the 
managed to survive ond are much holidays. Increased training and 
stronger for it! time together has given the

ate
at

nowin
■

on
. at
on

.

its,
jns
m.

a
.m.
b a

*4.
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The Bears opened up their wrestling season by beating two 
American teams and Coach Born seems to be fairïy confident of 
having another successful season. He's got the boys caged up and

Bioïoav90lTlth A T TT”5 'ike NaS,V 2°04' Mea" 3200 and 
Biology9012 [the Art of Eating Raw Flesh], Actually the boys are
as gentle as lambs but don't tell Dalhousie that

Tracksters win first meet January 13, 1978

frrTarV°h;SOn' b°Ck ,0 UNB ,roinin9 for or competing in any of

The first inrfnnr imrL , t n shed slxfh overall while more than welcome.
The first indoor track meet of Jacques Jean in eight place ran A count*. nf ki~

12 esissjivjf

.^r^FF-
meets planned throughout the . winning the high jump with a leap 
province approximately every two of 1.54 metres and finishing a
weeks and culminating in the New close second in the long jump with Next v»nr « u

f-aaras r™The most outstanding oertor- UNB's 7n , r T V’ Wi,h ,e0ms from ^ross Canada
mance of the meet was by UNB's men s 3 000 m wdkTn 15*°" 1 ° comp®,m9- Als° under considéra- 
"•»' lichordton who woo ,h. o7d « ^r 0,5 G=m.,',,Ti;,'hh,T"0ntoS'<,r
1500 metre event in a sizzling In women's action iiNft . e k .Gaa1es whlt* has its own 
three minutes and 55 seconds9 Scott rnmnU.fl T ^°byn univers,ty section of competition.
This is only 2 seconds off the oooosthan she d^hed any Last year only one athlete from 
standard for the Canadian "Senior received in the shift °l6 unb mode it to these games but
Championships being held in winnina that event with P.° r *hlS ye0r wifh 0 9r®atly improved
Montreal on March 4 and 5 H oTmet™l Ik fk k , u °f ,eam ,her® is 0 possibility of

Achieving personal bests in anv women hos » ,e,hUrthkSf sendln9 half a dozen or more UNB 
second and third place were two in New Brunswick.^ P° * * °* a,hle,es *° this mai°r competition.

. . t!NB °,hle,es- Dou9 Haines the next indoor meet scheduled

heels in 4.08. Rick Hull in his firs to all athletes fn the „ ^ ^°nday and ThLursd»V °» 4.45 for

r,-9wM ,j,2:y‘'p....~rih zswrxzspot while Joe Lehmann ran hs CTFA Amateur Cm-d Tk„ iimd . , r etanouse. Coach-

ssr- bes' -4,7 rsrjisr,1^campus who is interested in facilities for all events arf

available at the fieldhouse. For 
further information about the 
tracksprogram here at UNB

BloomeiBy PHIL GUIMOND

err re J !" °Ume ° mon dactyleographe a commence a
cos IrnnlT^I e mi6UX Pardon mon fanca,s mal* /e navals 
pos emploi un longue seconde pour cinq ou six années. The old saying goes that yo 

some and you lose sorrv 
couldn't be more true of the 
basketball teams as one tool 
honors and the other ended 
the cellar in last weekend's 
Brunswick Holiday Classic Ba 
ball tournament held here ii 
Main Gym. The Bloomers 
their final against the He 
Midtown club. 68-54 while 
Raiders lost the consolation

i
me

I guess I'll give up this exercise In futility. I'm just illustrating a 
point, that being ,‘hat after various governments spent prodigious 
sums In an offemp,' to make me learn another language, I didn't 
get a chance to use it for too long and now I'm at the point where I 
can comprehend very little and speak or write even less. Seems 
like a damn shame . . .

A ter watching eight football games and with one more coming 
up, I can only get the feeling that this year Is the year of the upset 
That means that I favo. the Orange Crush to win the Super Bowl If 
the Broncos win, I'm go'ng to paint a brick the appropriate color 
and pitch it through the TV screen

sjfoejq eqt s.iueqx tfee/w s/q# fjoqs t/q e/jj/j o eq o< Bu/oB 
si uum/03 Alu foqt pejeAOJSfp / puo s&Bod Xlu dn peiuiuanp isnf /

mJmore
Cathy Peckham, there's a call for you at the Equipment room. I 

would like to welcome John HSFGA Hello to the staff this week 
and lost but not least . Hello Ann with those languid eyes.

See ya next week.
P S. Good luck Al

I

'Hcomeio I
feSETBAtCurling News VVAw <rl

Pftc 7o qet to rhe orter ,
A*ex*:is

WtAO drinlvK.'V w(lti;
i CW -t fSk

55?contact
and 29th) are also booked tor arly #ue afore-mentioned

athletes.

.-SThe news was supposed to be
that curling would resume, for this other events - the MacDonald
term, this coming Sunday the 15th Lassie Playdowns - but the
but unfortunately this week's executive is working to re
meet has been called off on schedule our games for another
account of flooding - the ice that is day during the week. We will keep

The following two Sundys (22nd you informed through the media
regarding schedule changes.

i* <N*

Synchro V
■VCill Vi 1 %29l

WaiSynchronized swimming is 
K of the few sports developed by 

women for women and adapted to 
I the special capabilities of the 

female body. It was a Canadian 
idea and recognition of this sport aPPear to some as a crippling 

I is lacking. Few people realize that factor causing more confusion 
in 1975 awards for the best coach ,llan harmony and on the other 
and most accomplished athlete in hand, others may sense this as 
Canadian amateur sports went to uniqueness and personality. Who 

I synchronized swimming. right? What is the solution to
Canada's synchro' team from fh's dilemna?

Quebec ranks among the top five 
teams in the world and as of 1977

Name change con’tone

" S’
Next weekend the UNB Vor 

Swimming and Diving Te 
begins its rigorous winter sea 
with two home dual meets ago 
U. de Moncton on Friday and 
Allison on Saturday. The L 
women's team will be hot 
revenge against Mt. Allison si 
their defeat at the hands of 
Mountie women's team bef 
Christmas. The following weeki 
UNB will be at home to Acadia < 
Laval on Friday while Dal < 
Laval will be here on Soturda 

UNB's first away meet of 
new year will be on Frid 
January 27 at Acadia wh 
Memorial University of Newfou 
land will also be competing. 1 
following day UNB will comp 
with MUN and Dal at Centenr 
Pool in Halifax. February 4 
swimming and diving teams \ 
be travelling to University of La 
in Quebec City for a dual 

Four weekends of competit 
in a row makes for a vi 
strenuous program. Organizat 
of training programs and wo 
outs per week is essential so tl 
each swimmer and diver does i 
burn him or herself oui before 1 
more important AUAA Champ» 
ships (Feb. 16-18 at Dal) and t 
CW-CIAU Championships (Mai 
3-5 at Western University).

The swim camp held over i 
Christmas holidays was a succ< 
for the participants. The aim of 1 
camp was to get in some lot 
hard endurance training so tf 
the swimmers could be ready i 
the upcoming 78 season. The fi 
practice of the camp was the m< 
difficult but all the swimmr 
managed to survive and are 
stronger for it!

female teams without adding a 
suffix is an almost impossible 
task. Furthermore, this change 
tends to be more of a political 
move than an efficiency one, and 
finally, reporting would 
benefit from a single team 
because it would then

•\* * .*xV

I?0USNC Sto not
name

9 require
In order to dig a little deeper rePorters *° include the gender 

of the swimmers, Sylvie into this question, a number of and sporf ,hey are referring to as 
Fortier, was admitted to Canada's people on campus have been 0PP0Sed to simply naming the 
Hall of Fame. interviewed on the subject. ,eam"

Only with years of hard work Following is a summary of the 
can one hope to become an comments gathered from coaches, aware °* T*1® situation, the ball is 
accomplished synchronized swim- professors, student-athletes and • 'n y°Vr courf- We are anxiously 
mer but this should not discourage the general student body. Those in owaifing your reaction. Please 
anyone from wanting to be come favour of the change claim that Send your comments to: 
involved in the sport. It is one of one name would be a better 
the best conditioning sports identification of the school, it 
available so if you want to become would help the media in reporting 
involved come to the SirX'Aax coming events and game results Faculfy of Physical Education & 
Aitken pool any Friday night, and a new feeling of unity would Pecr«otion 
Instruction runs from 7:00 to 8:30. grow between the teams thus Univ®rsity of New Brunswick

making them happier in victory P O- Bfx 4400 
and stronger in defeat Fredericton, New Brunswick E3B

5A3

&
one

Now that you have been made

SAVE
THIS

name change
c/o Diane Rotvin

mei

AD These against the change think 
firstly in terms of those alumni 
membsrs who

vPUSEq^ ^ousèqj

Karat enow playing 
pro-sport and it is felt that 
changing team names would be 
betrayiig these UNB greats by 
changing the name of the team 
they were known by. Next on the 
list is tradition, UNB teams having 
always been known by their organization the Xenko Karate 
respective names, it is felt that is starting a new season at
eliminating this identification UNB ,or anyone interested in 
would create even more confu- ioinin9- Classes are held on 
sion. Also, some athletes feel that Wednesday Jan. 18 at 7:00 p.m. at

South Gym. There are classes on 
Wednesday and Thursday nights, 
Saturday and Sunday afternoons 
at the Dance Studio, Main Gym.

Registration will be on a 
Wednesday Jan. 18 at 7:00 p.m. 
South Gym - there will also be a 
demonstration.

are

8% off any purchase 
upon presentation of this ad. 

(Prices are low to begin with)
Offer expires Jan. 21th.

399 King St.

Interested in Karate? Although 
it is not a university runCOLLEGE 

STUDENT ??
If so

10% Discount
the existing names help create 
stronger team spirit.Regent St. Mall 

F’ton R^.B. 
455-2077

!

454-6874
From a different point of view, it 

seems that finding a 
compatible for both male and

mu
name

i
I
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